TIMED CLOTHING & GENERAL AUCTION
Starts Friday 11th January at 5:00pm and finishes on Wednesday 16th January from
8.00pm
(Please note the earliest this auction will finish is 8.45pm due to the staggered end
times)

VIEWING
th

Wednesday 16 January 9.30am – 3.30pm
Please note the change of viewing times
Please email to bidcity@btconnect.com all requests for photos or further information
clearly stating the lot number required no later than 12noon Wednesday 16th January
Requests after this time may not be actioned

PAYMENT FOR ALL ITEMS MUST BE RECEIVED NO LATER THAN
12NOON THURSDAY 17th JANUARY - NO EXCEPTIONS
COLLECTIONS IN PERSON FROM 9.30AM – 4:00PM THURSDAY 17th JANUARY
& FRIDAY 18th JANUARY 9.00AM – 2.00PM.
COLLECTIONS OUTSIDE OF THESE TIMES WILL NOT BE ALLOWED WITHOUT
PRIOR AUTHORISATION IN WRITING BY THE AUCTIONEERS
Please note clause 9 & 10 in our Terms & Conditions of Sale downloadable
from our website at www.citybid.co.uk

Next Auctions
Wednesday 13th February
Timed General Auction
(Subject to change please check our website for details)

Items with a V next to the lot number are eligible for VAT on the hammer

Timed Clothing & General Auction Finishes Wednesday 16th January 2019 At 8.00pm

Tools (I)
v1

An unbranded automatic self-levelling rotary laser in carry case and accessories, together with
an ally stand, powers on ok, laser ok, untested - Used (Cage1)

v2

A Sealey professional 10 ton hydraulic gear puller 25 piece set, model number PS982 - Sealed
new in box (Cage1)

v3

8 x Bahco hand riveters together with a Bahco 46 piece socket set - Sealed new in box (cage1)

v4

2 x Faithful tools sledge hammers, weights 10lb and 7lb - New in box (Cage1)

v5

5 x Faithful tools 20oz claw hammers - New (Cage1)

v6

A Sparky professional 720W corded drill, RRP £50 - New (Cage1)

v7

An Indasa electrical orbital sander, powers on ok, damaged gears, untested, model 579138 Second hand, spares (Cage1)

v8

4 x Silverline Euro F clamps, 1000mm x 120mm, reference number 427689 - New (cage1
hanging outside)

v9

An Oypla post driver, model number 3400 - New in tatty box (Cage1)

v10

A Black & Decker 55W mouse sander, model number KA161BC together with 2 x packs of
sanding discs - New in box (Cage1)

v11

3 x Makita tool holdalls, various rips & tears - Used (Cage1)

v12

A Tecpro 275 bar pressure washer lance - New (Cage1)

v13

A Sealey air powered impact driver and a Siegen reversible air drill, tested working - Used
(Cage1)

v14

A Hilti 25mm professional masonry drill bit, length 400mm, model number 2122277 - Sealed
new in box (Cage1)

v15

An unbranded electric dry wall sander (GS9UE), driveshaft to head broken, untested - Second
hand (Cage1)

v16

A Bosch heavy duty cordless mini angle grinder, model GWS12V-76, no battery or charger,
main body only - Sealed new (Cage2)

v17

A Bosch heavy duty cordless mini angle grinder, model GWS12V-76, no battery or charger,
main body only - Sealed new (Cage2)

v18

A Defender power and light 100V transformer, 10amp - New in box (Cage2)

v19

A Vado altitude 3 handled 2 outlet valve, chrome finish shower control, item number TAB-128/2ALT-CP together with an Aqua blade shower head and a KOVERA tap - New in box (Cage2)

v20

4 x Sealey 400A, 12 volt jump starter packs, model number SL1S - Sealed new in box (Cage2)

v21

The Reel works retractable hose reel - Sealed new in box (Cage2)
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v22

5 x mallets together with an air compressor gun kit and other hand tools etc. - Condition - Mixed
(Cage2)

v23

SD09 air compressor, 220V, 50hz, item number SD09 - New in open box (Cage2)

v24

A Sparky bur2 350E hammer drill with large hole cutters, motor working, gears damaged Used, spares (Cage2)

v25

A Hilti SFBT22-A cordless drill, body only no charger or battery, serial number 000233 - New in
box (Cage2)

v26

A Cobra BM-0.13/8A air compressor, 240V, 2.5HP, 8 bar, contents unchecked - New in tatty
box (Cage2)

v27

SGS 5 in 1 petrol strimmer, model number SCT501- New in box (Cage2)

v28

A lot of tools including 2 x sledge hammers an axe and an insulated crow bar etc. - New
(Cage3)

v29

3 x Makita drills, including a hammer drill, 2 x DAD146 screw drills, 2 in working used condition,
1 of the screw drills for spares. Includes 3 batteries - Used (Cage3)

v30

2 x boxes of Paslode 2.8 x 50mm nailscrew, 34 degree and 1 gas canister 142100 together with
1 x box of 3.1 x 90mm smooth nails with gas - New in box (Cage3)

v30A

A lot of steam engine supplies including welders gloves, brass brush, worsted wool kit, oil cans
etc,. RRP £220 - New (TC3)

v31

Uponor control pack HTG 6 port valve system - New in box (TC1)

v32

Uponor control pack HTG 6 port valve system - New in box (TC1)

v33

Uponor control pack HTG 6 port valve system - New in box (TC1)

v34

Uponor manifold HTG 7 port valve - New in box (TC1)

v35

Uponor manifold HTG 7 port valve - New in box (TC1)

v36

Uponor manifold HTG 7 port valve - New in box (TC1)

v37

1 x TT400 mig welding torch, a roll or Sip mig wire, together with goggles, mask, gauntlet etc. New (TC1)

v38

2 x boxes of stockade 40 x 4m staples B gas - New in box (TC1)

v39

A mixed lot including hand tools, Rica element, 1 x Tool Works carpenters work apron etc. Mixed condition (TC1)

v40

1 x electric door catch, 1 x Norgreen actuator V63D511A A2 and 1 x CF Eco Stick tester - New
(TC4)

v41

An Altai 30V 2.5amp variable power supply, 12V and 5V outputs - Second-hand, damaged front
connector, spares and repairs (TC4)

v42

A Sealey Premier 3/4" drive ratchet wrench, model AK6692 - New (TC4)
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v43

An Hyet micro precision circular saw in plastic case - New in box (TC4)

v44

1/2" drive torque wrench range 42 - 210mm length 470mm model 3590 - New in box (TC4)

v45

A small electrical lot including Power Fix moisture meter, Actia multi-pin extension cables and
car diagnostic cables together with an AGC animal hair clippers and blades - Mixed condition
(TC4)

v46

Faithfull Tools No. 6 fore plane, Stanley 180mm plane, a set of 4 Yato chisels and 12 pack of
Oregon 4mm round files - New (TC4)

v47

Grenham true meter 5000 road measurer and 2 x IFM machine guards - Second-hand, untested
(TC4)

v48

An unbranded 110V 3.3kva power supply - Unboxed, tested working (TC4)

v49

A box of MSB bearings, various models including VCFL208, UPC204-12, UCFL206 - New in
box (TC4)

v50

1 x Stabila 122cm spirit level and 2 x small spirit levels, together with 2 x Workzone folding saw
horses (1 x new and 1 x damage to one corner of the horses) - Sealed new (TC4)

v51

A lazer beacon 6025 lazer align tool in carry case - Second-hand, tested working (TC4)

v51A

A large black steel winch mounting bracket - New (TC4)

v52

Mill 800W Wi-Fi enabled white electric wall heater - New in box (Esb18)

v53

10 x chrome fire extinguisher holders - New (TC4floor)

v54

A small automotive lot including locking wheel nuts, window wipers, flat tyre foam, steel steering
locks etc. - Mixed condition (TC5)

v55

A Seri B universal long drill bit, Ref: 22021-0004 - New (TC5)

v56

Batavia portable knife sharpener, model BT-EF003 - New in box (TC5)

v57

An Omas meat slicer - Second-hand, spares (TC5)

v58

35 x 14" meat saw blades and a bag of 20 x 16" meat saw blades - New (TC5)

v59

1 x unbranded E90/14" BC meat saw, Made in Sheffield - New in pack (TC5)

v60

1 x unbranded E90/14" BC meat saw, Made in Sheffield - New in pack (TC5)

v61

1 x unbranded E90/14" BC meat saw, Made in Sheffield - New in pack (TC5)

v62

1 x unbranded E90/14" BC meat saw, Made in Sheffield - New in pack (TC5)

v63

1 x unbranded E90/14" BC meat saw, Made in Sheffield - New in pack (TC5)

v64

Reliance under floor heating control pack - New in box, box open, possibly incomplete (TC5)

v65

A pair of yellow builders carrying tools, safe working load 75kg each - Second-hand (TC5)
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v66

A large roll of Promans food packaging opaque laminate, 375mm wide, product code
LAMGP051037555 - New (TC5)

v67

Bosch BMW 0261 203 667 ECU door lock, ignition switch together with a bag of rubber gaskets
and a car alarm/immobiliser system (TC6)

v68

A small lot of bearings including Timkin tapered roller bearing etc. - New (TC6)

v69

A large guitar makers black and green vice with angled jaws, product no. 705755 - New (TC6)

v70

A Dayco high tenacity timing belt kit for Land Rover, Ref: KTB775 - New in box, box tatty (TC6)

v71

6 x Geberit two piece pipe connectors - New (TC6)

v72

Enviro Stik wet fix artificial grass seam glue, 5.5jg - New (TC6)

v73

A mixed electrical lot including LED flashing circuit board, fish tank LED light, LED bulkhead etc.
- Mixed condition (TC6)

v74

4 x Stanley extension spring packs, P.N. S730-640 - New in box (TC6)

v75

2 x Lucas 12V batteries 35ah together with an Haijiu lithium motorbike battery - Mixed condition
(TC6)

v76

3 x tyre inflators and a Suaoki jump starter - New (TC6)

v77

A lot of door handles and door mechanisms including Access Hardware etc. - Mixed condition
(TC6)

v78

A Home Gear electric projector screen with remote - New, contents unchecked (TC5floor)

v79

A box of Aquatherm items including valves and 90 degree joiners, P.N. 0041312, 0023512 New in pack (TC7)

v80

A mixed lot of tools and warning signs including Irwin 10" adjustable spanner, a Thor brass
hammer and a Uniweld round soapstone kit - Mixed condition (TC7)

v81

A lot of 4 programmable thermostats including Honeywell Pipit500 - New in box (TC7)

v82

Makita 14C drill, no accessories - Second-hand, untested (TC7)

v83

A box of brass valves and taps and universal brass couplers - New (TC7)

v84

A box of brass valves and taps and universal brass couplers - New (TC7)

v85

A lot of standard 8 310 automotive spare parts including pendant oil filters, fuel pipe external
later wing and a service instruction manual 1943 - Mixed condition (TC7)

v86

A lot of car cleaning products including Astonish Wash & Wax, Auto Finesse leather shampoo,
Aqua Coat rinse aid etc. - New (TC7)

v87

20 x M10 threaded bar, 1m long - New (TC7)
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Miscellaneous Car Parts (I)
v88

20 x Melett Nissan gasket nut and bolt kits, reference number 1900-200-064, total RRP £200 Sealed new in pack (ESB14)

v89

20 x Melett Nissan gasket nut and bolt kits, reference number 1900-200-064, total RRP £200 Sealed new in pack (ESB14)

v90

20 x Melett Nissan gasket nut and bolt kits, reference number 1900-200-064, total RRP £200 Sealed new in pack (ESB14)

v91

20 x Melett Nissan gasket nut and bolt kits, reference number 1900-200-064, total RRP £200 Sealed new in pack (ESB14)

v92

20 x Melett Nissan gasket nut and bolt kits, reference number 1900-200-064, total RRP £200 Sealed new in pack (ESB14)

v93

A box of 100 Melett Nissan gaskets, reference number 1900-100-335 - Sealed new in pack
(ESB14)

v94

1 x Fai autoparts water pump, reference number WP6250 and 1 x Dayco timing belt kit,
reference number KTB470 together with 4 x SCT brake pad sets, reference number SP368 PR
and SP422PR - New in box (ESB14)

v95

A lot of drive shafts including Eurodrive line VW-305A and 2 unbranded drive shafts, no
reference numbers - New (ESB14)

v96

2 x Mercedes Benz rear shock absorbers, reference number 164320 together with 2 x Atec
brake pad sets 10600252 and 10600169 and 1 x SKF wheel hub, reference number VKBA3670
- New (ESB14)

v97

An automotive lot including wing mirrors, Kampa organiser skirt, trailer electrical kits and lights
etc. - New (ESB14)

v98

23 x 500ml bottles of Tunap 915 micro logic tun solve 3.0 brake disc cleaner - New (ESB14)

v99

A lot of various batteries including MF55457 car battery together with 4 x 5ltr bottles of deionised water - Condition - Mixed (ESB14)

v99A

1 x Vivara 20kg bird food, 1 x Kennedy 25kg won't grow mixed, 1 x 20kg bag of sunflower
hearts together with a damaged tub of bird fat balls - Condition - Mixed (ESfloor)

v100

1 x 20ltr container of Mannol Defender semi synthetic engine oil, reference number SA10W-40
API SL, product code 7507 - Sealed new (ESB14)

v101

1 x 20ltr container of Mannol OEM semi synthetic engine oil, reference number SAE 5W-30 API
SN/CF, product code 7715 - Sealed new (ESB14)

v102

1 x 20ltr container of Mannol OEM semi synthetic engine oil, reference number SAE 5W-30 API
SN/CF, product code 7715 - Sealed new (ESB14)

v103

1 x 20ltr container of Mannol hydro ISO32 hydraulic oil, reference number ISO32HM
HLPDIN51524 part 2 - Sealed new (ESB14)
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v104

An unbranded fuel tank, reference number 2580008 together with a pair of centralpanels.co.uk
steel pressed panels - New (ESB13)

v105

SMT sign making tools, sign making vinyl application system, reference number LBS750
together with some hand rollers - New (ESB13)

v106

A box of fast mover copper coated stud nails 2.5mm x 50mm - New in packs (ESB13)

v107

1 x DMF fly wheel, reference number 415031810, 1 x Atec BMW brake discs, reference number
10601051 and a set of 4 Ate brake discs, reference number 24011101721 - New in tatty boxes
(ESB13)

v108

12 x 500ml cans of zinc galvanising spray together with 22 x 500ml car cleaner and zinc spray
etc. - New (ESB13)

v109

10 x unbranded electric window mechanisms, reference number FH-174-ST11VL together with
5 x FH-222-VW707VI window mechanisms - New in box (ESB13)

v110

8 x control arms with ball joints, unknown model of vehicle, reference number VSJ6498S - New
in pack (ESB13)

v111

A small automotive lot including unbranded ignition kits, TW0843408 brake discs, 1 x Fai
camshaft, reference number C333 and a Nissan flywheel, reference number 12310AW400 New in pack (ESB13)

v112

A lot of 4 roof rack bars including Thule wingbar and brackets and Menabo Delta profile kit etc. New in tatty boxes, contents unchecked, possibly incomplete (ESB12)

v113

A lot of BMW car parts including a Flennor links, FEBI control bush and an ATEC control arm New (ESB12)

v114

A mixed automotive lot including a 3-in-1 pump, Bosch wind screen wipers, Honda sports parts
and a battery charger - Condition - Mixed (ESB12)

v115

A Gates timing belt kit, reference KP25649XS1, a WAI starter motor, reference number
WAIS8805 and a set of HT leads, reference number 751121 - New in box (ESB12)

v116

A pair of unbranded motor bike hard pannier bags and brackets including keys, together with a
Suzuki motor cycle front cowl, reference number GJ72A and 2 used motor cycle front forks
reference number SHOWA KS7-003 - Used (ESB12)

v117

1 x Proworks quick load motor bike transport system in tatty box, contents unchecked, some
chips to paint work, together with 2 x wheel dollies - Condition - Mixed (ESB12)

v118

1 x Simons exhaust pipe, reference number U446300R together with a used flexible exhaust
pipe, reference number MS6095T and a used unbranded catalytic converter - Condition - Mixed
(ESB12)

v119

6 x 10ltr containers of Adblue solution together with a large container of TFR ultra liquid and 5 x
Glasscoat kits - New (ESB12)

v120

2 x Jinyu Gallopro YU63 tyres size 245/40ZR19 XL - New (ESB11)

v121

A Riviera 19" alloy wheel fitted with a Nankang 245/35/ZR19 tyre - New (ESB11)
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v122

A HiFly vigorous HT601 tyre, size 255/60R17M+S - New (ESB11)

v123

A HiFly vigorous HT601 tyre, size 255/60R17M+S - New (ESB11)

v124

A Nankang tyre, size 265/65R17 112H - New (ESB11)

v125

2 x Roadstone Eurovis Sport 04, size 195/55R 16 87V - New (ESB11)

v126

Nexen tyre, size 215/55R 16 93V - New (ESB11)

v127

2 x Three A tyres, size 225/45ZR17 94W - New (ESB11)

v128

A black steel 5 stud wheel fitted with a Wanli tyre, size 215/60R16 95H - New (ESB11)

v129

A front and rear motor cycle tyre. Avon tyres, Storm 3DX-M, size 200/50ZR17 75W and
120/70ZR17 58W - New (ESB11)

v130

A front and rear motor cycle tyre. Avon tyres, Storm 3DX-M, size 180/55ZR17 73W and
120/70ZR17 58W - New (ESB11)

v131

A CTS tyres CM509 motor bike tyre, size 140/80R17 69H - New (ESB11)

v132

A four stud aluminium spare wheel fitted with a Goodyear tyre, size T125/85R 16 - New
(ESB11)

v133

A five stud steel spare wheel fitted with a Continental tyre, size T125/70R 18 - New (ESB11)

v134

5 x used wheels and tyres including VW, Ford and Skoda - Used (ESB11)

v135

1 x BKT off-road tyre, Ref: 8-166PRBKTTR144ETT - New (ESB11)

v136

1 x Nankang tyre, size 195R 15C - New (ESB11)

v137

A pair of right and left front wings made of fibre glass, some damage to edges, unknown make
of model - Condition - Spares (ESB)

v138

4 x space saving spare wheels and tyres - Condition - Mixed (ESB9+10)

v139

A black pressed steel wheel 5 stud, size S165 120 35BLKMOD 16 x 8 PCD:5/120 offset 35 New in box (ESB9+10)

v140

A Caibre alloy wheel, model Suzuka, size 1880 ET 45 H/PCD 5/114.3, drill 1522 CH 73.1A,
colour GM - New in box (ESB9+10)

v141

A Calibre alloy wheel, model LG-295, size 17 x 7.0 ET 25 PCD 108x4H, colour black - New in
box (ESB9+10)

v142

1 x Calibre alloy wheel, model Suzuka, size 1880 ET45 H/PCD 5/114.3, drill CH 73.1A, colour
GM - New in box (ESB9+10)

v143

1 x Calibre alloy wheel, model Suzuka, size 1880 ET45 H/PCD 5/114.3, drill CH 73.1A, colour
GM - New in box (ESB9+10)

v144

1 x SAF Holland truck hub, unbranded, 1 x LUK clutch and flywheel, reference number
623321033 together with a used steering rack in wooden crate - New (ESB9+10)
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v145

A 5 stud Carmani alloy wheel, size 7.05 x 16 H2 CA14 7016, unknown model, colour silver New (ESB9+10)

v146

A Winchmax mounting with bolts together with a heavy duty cut off switch - New (ESB9+10)

v147

A Sealey Transportacar trolley, no box, checked and complete together with a Transportacar
straight bar, incomplete - New (ESB9+10)

v148

2 x sets of AGT 4x4 roof bars, reference LR006608 and LR-X003F-B, one sealed new and one
in tatty box, contents unchecked - New (ESB8)

v149

2 x Cosmos indoor car covers, colour green, model number 10334, size large - New (ESB8)

v150

2 x Cosmos indoor car covers, colour green, model number 10334, size large - New (ESB8)

v151

2 x Cosmos indoor car covers, colour green, model number 10334, size large - New (ESB8)

v152

A Mercury Mariner out board boat engine lower unit gearbox, untested, unknown model or
engine size - Condition - Spares (ESB8)

v153

A small motor cycle lot including bike frame, gears, kyb adjustable shock, black alloy wheel,
tyre, rear sprocket etc. - Condition - Mixed (ESB8)

v154

A mixed lot of car parts including ECU's, grills, roof bars, radiators, door locks, plastic trim, CD
changer etc. - Condition - Mixed (ESB7)

v154A

A large unbranded splined drive shaft with tapered cog and fixed bearing - New (Es7)

v155

20 x Trelleborg gaskets, reference number D57256669000 - New (ESB7)

v156

A Mercedes rear mudguard reference 943/518 damaged in transit, crack on side - Condition Spares (ESB7)

v157

A Regal flexible exhaust pipe, model BM50324, in open bag, possibly incomplete - Condition spares (ESB7)

v158

An unbranded silver & grey alloy wheel 5 stud, size 18 x 8.5J, reference number 10993 (ESB8)

v159

A Rock and Roll Beds VW van folding bed frame, full width, checked and complete, no box,
RRP £250 - New (ESB3)

v160

2 x PTO driveshaft covers, reference 2017FFTS6 - New (ESB3)

v161

4 x scissor jacks and a tyre tool etc. - Mixed condition (ESB3)

v162

9 x SCT air filters reference SB2267, 1 Dayco timing belt kit KBI001, brake pads and a box of
round copper air filters - New (ESB3)

v163

2 x Tinted camper van windows with slide opening, size 109.5cm x 55cm together with a roof
brace kit, model STC-RBK - New (ESB3)

v164

An unbranded exterior wheel arch, reference number ATP-05092-GAL-634 together with a front
mid door panel, possibly for a bus or coach - New (ESB2)

v165

A powerful parts, Land Rover Defender rear vehicle step by HSX, possibly incomplete, RRP
£199 - New in tatty box (ESB2)
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v166

A Warrior Winches C4500EWX 12V electric winch, tested working - Used (ESB2)

v167

A lot of HC cargo flex fit wiper blades, reference numbers 161068 and 161070 - New in tatty
boxes (ESB2)

v168

An Oypla 48" farm jack, 2.5 ton lift, product code 3033 - New in box (ESB2)

v169

3 x Michelin high power tyre inflators together with 4 x oil and air filters - New (ESB2)

v170

Umbra Rimorchi tow bar bracket system for Opel 2012 onwards or Chevrolet Trax 2013
onwards, reference number 20864, with a fixed tow bar - New in box (ESB2)

v171

Approximately half a shelf of rubber and fabric car and floor mats, various sizes and styles Condition - Mixed (ESB2)

v172

Klarius full exhaust system, FD936D - New (ESB1)

v173

A Mazda Topf Mitir exhaust piper, Ref: 468816 - New (ESB1)

v174

1 x exhaust, suitable vehicle unknown, number on back box 13820 2351816 - New (ESB1)

v175

A Regal exhaust pipe, model 91264H - New (ESB1)

v176

A lot of automotive fluids including Ozzy juice, wash & wax shampoo, snow foam etc. - New
(ESB1)

v177

A mixed lot of car cleaning products including Power Max leather protector, tyre & trim dressing,
Duck Smart cleaner, Suzuki glasscoat etc. - New (ESB1)

v178

24 x 1ltr bottles of Simmoniz wash & wax and 2 x 150g tins of original Simmoniz wax - New
(ESB1)

v179

A crankshaft for a 4 cylinder car HT (RZ) - New (ESB1)

v180

A lot of 6 used tyres, various sizes in average condition - Used (CAGE1)

v181

1 x Duro off road tyre, size 500-8 with inner tube - New (Middle)

v182

A lot of rubber and carpet car mats, various styles - New (Middle)

v183

2 x RAC alloy spare wheels, size 205/50ZR17 together with 3 x space saver rims with tyres,
various sizes - Condition - Mixed (Middle)

v184

A BKT off road tyre, size 200/60-14 5 14PR BKT RIB 774 E TL - New (middle)

v185

A BKT off road tyre, size 7.00-12 14 PR BKT PL8 01TT - New (middle)

v186

A BKT off road tyre, size 7.00-12 6P, model 702 - New (middle)

v187

An unbranded large tow bar bracket, no towing ball, no bolts, incomplete - Condition - Spares
(middle)

v188

An incomplete TTC tie rod/steering part, reference number TTR2204, MT418020013, missing 1
bolt - New in box (middle)

v189

A 20ltr tub of Brit oil Dexos 2 synthetic C3 motor oil - Sealed new (ES14)
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v190

A 20ltr tub of Manista heavy duty hand cleanser - Sealed new (ES14)

v192

An unbranded cylinder head unit, reference number 29539912 S7 T6 - New (Esb8)

v193

2 x Depo headlights, unknown vehicle, reference number 08-552-1115L

General Clothing (I)
v194

3 x Gerry Weber No5 white blouses, assorted sizes, RRP £45 each - New with tags (CB25)

v195

4 x pairs of Crosshatch trousers and 1 x pair of Tommy Hilfiger - New (CB25)

v196

A selection of ladies dresses including Anthology - New (CB25)

v197

A selection of men's trousers including Next - New (CB25)

198

A quantity of 5WI S-Enduro boys wear - New (CB25)

v199

A bag of assorted underwear and socks including Brave Soul and CAT - New (CB25)

v200

1 x Gerry Weber Rock Become a Star skirt, size 12, RRP £95.00 - New with tags (CB25)

v201

A selection of ladies clothing including Boohoo and Anthology - New (CB25)

v202

A PIAO-YI-LI-RAN black full length ladies dress coat, size XL, together with a quantity of magic
thermal ladies gloves - New (CB25)

v203

A selection of swimwear including Damart - New (CB25)

v204

14 x Mirabella Mi-Chef Kingfisher uniforms - New (CB25)

v205

A starlett white wedding dress, embroidered and sequined bodice, size 12 - New (CB25)

v206

1 x Alfred Angelo cream wedding dress, size unknown, estimated size 10/12 (CB25)

v207

A bag of men's work wear including shorts and overalls - New (CB25)

v208

1 x Bridgette Moore Grande embroidered wedding dress, size 10 (CB25)

v209

A lot of 5 coats including Brave Soul, Wallis etc. - New (CB26)

v210

A bag of men's tailored shirts including Tommy Hilfiger and The Collection - New(CB26)

v211

1 x Regatta ladies size 10 and 2 x Cotton Traders Jackets, grey, size 22 and black, size XL New (CB26)

v212

A lot of 5 coats including Capsule, Kiomi etc. - New (CB26)

v213

A lot of 4 coats including Mango, Kaleidoscope etc. - New (CB26)

v214

A lot of 5 coats including Kaleidoscope and Boohoo etc. - New (CB26)

v215

A bag of men's leisure wear, sizes L and XL including Champion and Londsdale - New (CB26)

v216

A lot of 5 Craghoppers t-shirts and jumpers - New (CB26)

v217

A lot of 5 Craghoppers fleeces and t-shirts - New (CB26)
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v218

A lot of 6 Craghopper fleeces - New (CB26)

v219

A lot of 6 Craghopper fleeces - New (CB26)

v220

A lot of 6 Craghopper fleeces - New (CB26)

v221

A lot of 6 Craghopper fleeces - New (CB26)

v222

A lot of 4 coats and jackets including Damart and Karrimor - New (CB26)

v223

A lot of 4 Damart coats and jackets, includes 2 x red suede - New (CB26)

v224

A lot of 7 coats including Papaya, H&M etc. - New (CB26)

v225

A large bag of assorted nightwear including pyjamas - New (CB26)

v226

A lot of 8 H&M coats - New (CB26)

v227

A lot of 8 coats including Kangol, Blakely etc. - New (CB26)

v228

A lot of adult trousers including Clifford James, Next, Craghoppers etc. - New (CB1)

229

A lot of children's coats including Trespass, Bluezoo, etc. - New (CB1)

v230

A good quantity of men's branded socks - New (CB1)

v231

A lot of ladies clothing including Vila, Next, H&M, Dorothy Perkins, Asos etc. - (CB1)

v232

A lot of men's clothing including Brooklyns Own, Onfire, Police, Replay etc. - New (CB1)

v233

A lot of men's leisure wear including Fifa, T.G. clothing, Boohoo Man etc. - New (CB1)

v234

A lot of ladies jeans including Dorothy Perkins and Legend - New (CB1)

v235

A lot of ladies jeans including Monki, Levis Line, Paige and Reserve - New (CB1)

v236

A lot of ladies underwear including Next, Debenhams, Brave Soul, Glamorise, bra's, pants and
socks - New (CB1)

v237

A lot of men's knitwear including Debenhams, Kangool, Onfire, Maine etc. - New (CB1)

238

A lot of children's clothing including The White Company, Lacoste, Ralph Lauren, Boden etc. New (CB1)

239

A lot of Vertbaudet children's clothing including knitwear etc. - New (CB1)

v240

A lot of men's underwear including Firetrap, Henleys, Tokyo, George etc. - New (CB1)

v241

A lot of clothing including In The Style, Vila, Quiz, Paper Doll, various sizes - New (CB1)

v242

A lot of ladies clothing including Koko, Anna Fiely, Vestry Boden etc. - New (CB1)

v243

A lot of ladies clothing including In The Style, Quiz, John Rocher, Only Anya, Lipsy etc. - New
(CB1)

v244

4 x items of Superdry clothing, sweatshirts, RRP £200.00 - New (CB1)
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v245

A lot of ladies dresses and tops including Blue Vanilla, Helen Berman, Anya, Rare London etc. New (CB1)

v246

1 x large and 1 x medium official Manchester City quilted jackets together with 1 x Manchester
United tracksuit top - New (CB1)

v247

1 x men's Nike tracksuit, 1 x men's Nike Air Max jacket, 1 x Tech jacket - New (CB1)

v248

A lot of 5 men's knitwear comprising Maine, Charles Tyrwhitt, Hammond & Co, Brave Soul and
Next - New (CB1)

v249

A lot of men's shirts including Duck & Cover, Jasper Conran, Kenneth Cole, Next, Moss etc. New (CB1)

v250

A lot of ladies clothing including Hope, Blue Vanilla, Weekday, Rare London etc. - New (CB1)

v251

2 x Coast evening wear dresses, sizes 12 and 14, combined RRP £325 - New (CB1)

v252

A lot of men's work wear, assorted sizes, includes shorts and trousers - New (CB1)

v253

1 x Hobbs evening dress, RRP £169, colour teal, Portia dress, size 12 - New (CB1)

v254

A lot of men's wear including Brooklyns Own, Crosshatch shorts and tops etc. - New (CB1)

255

A lot of children's clothing including H&M, Next etc. - New (CB1)

v256

A lot of sports clothes including Lacoste Sport, Ellesse etc. - New (CB1)

v257

A lot of ladies clothing including Dorothy Perkins, Missguided etc. - New (CB1)

v258

5 x Converse adult clothing including hoodies, shirts and 1 x hat - New (CB1)

v259

A bag of men's clothing, sizes XXL - 3XL, includes Cotton Traders - New (CB1)

v260

11 items of Next clothing including skirts, dresses and trousers - New (CB1)

v261

A lot of ladies clothing including Girl in Mind, H&M, Boohoo, Kaleidoscope, and Lalvila - New
(CB2)

v262

A lot of children's clothing including Next, Only, BDG, Gap, H&M etc. - New (CB2)

v263

A lot of accessories including hats, scarves, ties, belts, brands include Jeff Banks, Mountain
Warehouse, Tom Franks, Rock Jock etc. - New (CB2)

v264

A lot of Legend Denim, various sizes - New (CB2)

v265

A lot of ladies dresses, tops and skirts including Autograph, Grace, Vestry, Evans - New (CB2)

v266

A lot of 8 dresses including Dorothy Perkins, Anthology, Warehouse etc. - New (CB2)

v267

2 x Mountain Warehouse jackets, a black size 2XL, and a green size 10, together with 1 x
Endurance T.shirt, size 2XL - New (CB2)

v268

A lot of ladies tops and dresses including Boohoo, Studio, Red Herring etc. - New (CB2)

v269

A lot of branded jeans including 2 x Superdry, 2 x Police and 1 x Kangaroo Poo - New (CB2)
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270

5 x children's Dsquared2 grey t-shirts, age 16yrs - New (CB2)

v271

5 x Dsquared2 baseball caps - New (CB2)

v272

A lot of ladies jeans including Gap, Asos, Miss Selfridge, Dorothy Perkins, Legend, various
sizes - New (CB2)

273

A lot of children's clothing including Next Tops, trousers, and dresses, various sizes - New
(CB2)

v274

A bag of ladies knitwear including Next, Anthology and Dorothy Perkins - New (CB2)

v275

A lot of adult clothing including M&S, Blue Harbour, Asos, Stradivarius etc. - New (CB2)

v276

A lot of adult clothing including Pretty Little Thing, M&S and H&M - New (CB2)

v277

A lot of jeans including Voi, Legend, Only & Son, Asos, Fluid, Peter Wolf etc. - New (CB2)

v278

1 x ladies Red Herring twill coat size 12, together with 1 x Rino & Pelle cape, one size - New
(CB2)

v279

A lot of various sized jeans including Crosshatch and New Look - New (CB2)

v280

A lot of ladies Next clothing, various sizes and styles - New (CB2)

v281

A lot of dresses, tops and trousers including Zara, Per Una and Asos - New (CB2)

v282

A lot of ethnic clothing, various styles and sizes - New (CB2)

v283

A bag of ladies work wear tops, various sizes, includes Mirabella, mi-chef - New (CB2)

284

A lot of Monty & Co children's shirts and zip jackets, various colours and sizes - New (CB2)

v285

A lot of adult sportswear including Adidas Liverpool, Under Armour, Speedo tracksuits and tops
etc. - New (CB2)

v286

A lot of adult jeans including Legend, M&S, New Look, Platinum - New with tags (CB2)

v287

3 x pairs of Crosshatch jeans and 1 x Crosshatch jumper - New with tags (CB2)

v288

3 x items of men's knitwear, consisting of 2 x Jasper Conran v neck jumpers, 1 x Hammond &
Co, size 3XL and 4XL - New (CB2)

v289

A mixed lot of underwear including M&S, Evans and Foot Candy - New with tags (CB2)

290

A lot of children's sleep wear, various styles and sizes - New with tags (CB2)

v291

A Monsoon ladies coat, colour camel, RRP £149, size 10 - New (CB3)

v292

A lot of ladies underwear including Bertie, Valentina, Caprice, Playtex and Triumph - New with
tags (CB3)

v293

A lot of men's shirts including Mercedes, Debenhams, Jeff Banks etc. - New with tags (CB3)

294

5 x children's branded coats including John Lewis, Mantaray, Jasper Conran, Ted Baker etc. New with tags (CB3)
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295

A lot of children's sportswear including Nike, Regatta, official football outfits etc. - New with tags
(CB3)

v296

A lot of men's clothing including 1 x North Face and DKNY joggers, together with North Face
and Tommy Hilfiger t-shirts - New with tags (CB3)

v297

A lot of sportswear including LA Gear, USA Pro, Peter Storm etc. - New with tags (CB3)

v298

A lot of ladies underwear including Ultimo and Anne Summers etc. - New with tags (CB3)

v299

A bag of ladies knitwear including Cotton Traders and H&M - New (CB3)

v300

A lot of adult Asos clothing including dresses, tops, trousers - New with tags (CB3)

v301

A lot of 4 coats including Louche London - New with tags (CB3)

v302

A bag of men's work wear, shorts, trousers and jackets, including Scruffs - New (CB3)

303

A lot of children's underwear and sleep wear, various brands and sizes - New with tags (CB3)

v304

A lot of men's underwear including Smith & Jones, Penguin, Topman - New with tags (CB3)

v305

A lot of ladies clothing including Boohoo, Missguided, Long Tall Sally etc. - New with tags (CB3)

v306

A lot of high viz yellow tabards - New with tags (CB3)

307

A lot of children's clothing including Gap, Bluezoo, Soul & Co etc. - New with tags (CB3)

v308

A lot of adult hooded jumpers including French Connection, Firetrap and Jack & Jones - New
with tags (CB3)

v309

A lot of men's jumpers including Samuel Windsor, Charles Tyrwhitt, Peter Storm etc. - New with
tags (CB3)

310

A lot of children's clothing including Mini Boden, Mantaray, Bluezoo etc. - New with tags (CB4)

v311

A lot of sportswear including football branded jackets, Adidas polo shirt etc. - New with tags
(CB4)

v312

A small lot of underwear including Superdry, Karrimor, Nevica, FCUK etc. - New with tags (CB4)

v313

A lot of jackets and coats including Damart and Next, various sizes - New with tags (CB4)

v314

A lot of 5 ladies coats including Capsule and H&M, various sizes - New with tags (CB4)

v315

A lot of 4 ladies coats including David Barry, B.You etc. various sizes (CB4)

v316

A lot of sleep wear including Adore onesies, twosies, dressing gown, lounge wear etc. (CB4)

v317

A lot of ladies clothing, mostly tops, various sizes - Second-hand (CB4)

v318

4 x ladies coats including ASOS and B.You - New (CB4)

319

A mixed lot of children's clothing, most with tags including Disney, Lego, George etc. - (CB4)

v320

A lot of adult coats and jackets including Mud Flower, Lee Cooper, Bellfield etc. (CB4)
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v321

5 x items of Superdry clothing including trousers and hoodies, various sizes, combined RRP
235.00 - New with tags (CB4)

v322

7 x items of Superdry clothing including hats, tops, joggers, T-shirt etc. combined RRP £255 New with tags (CB4)

v323

7 x items of Superdry clothing including sweaters & joggers, total RRP £235 - New (CB4)

v324

A lot of sportswear including Puma, Lonsdale, TG and Beyond Retro, various sizes - New with
tags (CB4)

v325

A lot of ladies jeans including Asos, Evan, M&S, H&M, various sizes - New with tags (CB4)

v326

6 x pairs of ladies jeans including Selected Homme, RH Jeans, AX etc. various sizes - New with
tags (CB4)

v327

A lot of 4 ladies coats including Wallis and Noisy May, various sizes - New with tags (CB4)

v328

A lot of 5 coats including Regatta, ASOS, Jack & Jones - New (CB4)

v329

4 x ladies coats including Missguided and Asos, various sizes - New with tags (CB5)

v330

4 x ladies coats including H&M and Anna Field - New with tags (CB5)

v331

4 x ladies coats including H&M and Boohoo, various sizes - New with tags (CB5)

v332

4 x Next ladies tailored jackets, sizes 6, 12, 14 and 22 - New with tags (CB5)

v333

2 x Joanna Hope jackets, sizes 10 and 12 - New with tags (CB5)

v334

3 x coats including Asos and Select, various sizes - New with tags (CB5)

v335

4 x coats including Mint & Berry, and Noisy May, various sizes - New with tags (CB5)

v336

4 x coats including John Rocha and Evans, various sizes - New with tags (CB5)

v337

4 x coats including Wallis and Capsule, various sizes - New with tags (CB5)

v338

3 x faux fur coats including Missguided, various sizes - New with tags (CB5)

v339

A lot of men's clothing including Pierre Cardin, Bellfield, Maine etc. various styles and sizes New with tags (CB5)

340

A lot of children's clothing including Bluezoo coat, Lacoste Joggers, F&F and M&S - New with
tags (CB5)

v341

A lot of ladies clothing including River Island, Select, Mango Casual etc. various sizes - New
with tags (CB5)

v342

4 x ladies coats including Boohoo, H&M etc. various sizes - New with tags (CB5)

v343

4 x Wallis jackets, sizes 12-14 - New with tags (CB5)

v344

A lot of ladies jackets including 3 x Wallis, various sizes - New with tags (CB5)

v345

4 x adult coats including Topshop, H&M, various sizes - New with tags (CB5)
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v346

4 x adult coats including Fluid, Centigrade etc. various sizes - New (CB5)

v347

4 x adult coats including H&M, S&J Premium Apparel and Oasis, various sizes - New (CB5)

v348

4 x adult coats including Asos, Best Connections and very, - New (CB5)

v349

A lot of Nutshell seam free leggings, various colours and sizes - New in pack (CB6)

350

A lot of children's clothing including Mini Boden, Mini Club and Beck & Hersey - New (CB6)

v351

A lot of Evans clothing including tops and blouses - New (CB6)

v352

A lot of ladies scarves/shawls, various colours - New (CB6)

v353

4 x Damart ladies coats, various sizes - New (CB6)

v354

A bag of Evans clothing including tops and blouses - New (CB6)

v355

A lot of accessories including Superfeet insoles, belts and Campari base layer - New (CB6)

356

A bag of Next children's clothing including tops, jeans and blouses - New (CB6)

v357

A lot of Evans clothing including Christmas tops and blouses - New (CB6)

358

A lot of Gap children's clothing including jumpers, tops and underwear - New (CB6)

v359

A lot of Nutshell seam free leggings, various colours and sizes - New (CB6)

v360

A lot of SoulCal & Co clothing including polo shirts, joggers and a coat - New (CB6)

v361

A bag of Evans clothing, various styles and sizes - New (CB6)

v362

A log of bags and accessories including belts, woolly hats, purses etc. - New (CB6)

v363

4 x pairs of Dunlop safety work trousers, various sizes, together with 3 x items of Workforce
thermal clothing - New (CB6)

v364

6 x pairs of Dunlop safety work trousers - New (CB6)

v365

6 x pairs of Dunlop safety work trousers - New (CB6)

v366

6 x pairs of Dunlop safety work trousers - New (CB6)

v367

6 x pairs of Dunlop safety work trousers - New (CB6)

v368

6 x pairs of Dunlop safety work trousers - New (CB6)

v369

A lot of ladies jumpers and tops, various styles, colours and sizes, brands include Artigiano,
Asos and Pimkie - New (CB6)

v370

A mixed lot of jumpers including Boohoo and Boohoo Man, Mango and Tokyo Laundry - New
(CB6)

v371

A selection of knitwear including Boohoo, Bershka, Capsule - New (CB6)

v372

A selection of ladies jeans including H&M, Lost Ink etc. - New (CB7)
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v373

A lot of ladies jeans including Boohoo, Mango and H&M - New (CB7)

v374

A lot of jumpers and tops including Boohoo, Brave Soul and River Island - New (CB7)

v375

A lot of jumpers including Naanaa, Fab, Anja Rubik and Sapphire - New (CB7)

v376

A lot of jumpers including B.You, Missguided and Jasper Conran - New (CB7)

v377

A lot of jumpers and tops including H&M, Select and Damart - New (CB7)

v378

A lot of jumpers including Topshop, Threadbare and H&M - New (CB7)

v379

A lot of jumpers including Hollister, Boohoo and Oasis - New (CB7)

v380

A lot of jumpers including Club L Night, Pure & Natural and H&M - New (CB7)

v381

A large lot of winter accessories including The White Company, Dare2B, Hot Stuff Co and
Kangol - New, some dirty due to storage (CB7)

v382

6 x coats/jackets including Craghoppers, Pegasus and Gotcha - New (CB7)

v383

6 x men's coats and jackets including Beyond Retro, New Look Men, Tokyo Laundry etc. - New
(CB7)

v384

7 x adult coats including Missguided and SoulCal& Co - New (CB7)

v385

A lot of men's jeans including Jeans Inc, Man's World, Cotton Traders - New (CB8)

v386

A lot of assorted denim clothing including Jeans Inc, Missguided and Boohoo etc. - New (CB8)

v387

A selection of knitwear including Select and Boohoo - New (CB8)

v388

4 x fleece jackets including Lands End etc. - New (CB8)

v389

A lot of ladies jeans including Boohoo and Nomads - New (CB8)

v390

A lot of ladies jeans including Simply Be and Select - New (CB8)

v391

A lot of men's jeans including Topshop and Brave Soul - New (CB8)

v392

A selection of men's jeans including Onfire and Reserved - New (CB8)

v393

A selection of men's jeans including Legend & Pegasus - New (CB8)

v394

6 x men's coats and jackets including Boohoo Man and Merc - New (CB8)

v395

6 x men's coats and jackets including Result, SoulCal & Co and Craghoppers - New (CB8)

v396

7 x men's coats and jackets including Premier Man, Malaika and Williams and Brown - New
(CB8)

v397

8 x items of Wallis clothing, tops and blouses, combined RRP £400 - New (CB9)

v398

8 x items of Wallis clothing, tops and blouses, combined RRP £300 - New (CB9)

v399

7 x items of Next Tailored clothing, combined RRP £300 - New (CB9)
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v400

A lot of ladies jackets including Mango and Next - New (CB9)

v401

2 x Oasis ladies coats, both size L - New (CB9)

v402

2 x M&S white faux leather jackets, both size 12 - New (CB9)

v403

2 x ladies jackets comprising 1 x Mango size M and 1 x Asos size XL - New (CB9)

v404

6 x items of Wallis clothing including dresses etc. combined RRP £270 - New (CB9)

v405

3 x items of Phase Eight clothing, 1 x Milar large blouse, RRP £69, 2 x Ponte tunic dresses,
sizes 10 and 12, RRP £85 each - New (CB9)

v406

2 x Kaleidoscope leather jackets, both size 16 - New (CB9)

v407

3 x jackets including MNG and Kaleidoscope, sizes 18, 22 and L - New (CB9)

v408

15 x Star Wars T.shirts, assorted sizes - New (CB9)

v409

4 x ladies jackets including Per Una and Just Fab - New (CB9)

v410

3 x Regatta coats, 1 x size 10, and 2 x size 18 - New (CB9)

v411

A selection of men's coats and jackets including ETO jeans, Avenue, Asos and Gap - New
(CB9)

v412

A selection of ladies coats including Missguided, Dare2B, Uniqlo - New (CB9)

v413

A selection of men's blazers including Valesiden, Alba Moda, Esprit - New (CB9)

v414

A selection of men's blazers including Chums, Asos, Cotton Traders - New (CB9)

v415

A lot of 6 dresses including Coast and Next, various sizes, combined RRP £400 - New with tags
(CB10)

v416

A selection of ladies tops including Dorothy Perkins and Warehouse etc. - New with tags (CB10)

v417

A lot of 4 coats including Maine and Just Fab - New with tags (CB10)

v418

A lot of 5 coats including Top Shop, Missguided and Monki - New with tags (CB10)

v419

A lot of 5 coats including River Island, various styles and sizes - New with tags (CB10)

v420

2 x Bebe coats, sizes L/G and XL/TG - New with tags (CB10)

v421

A lot of 6 coats including H&M and Mango, various sizes - New with tags (CB10)

v422

4 x coats including Dennis Basso and Urban Outfitters etc. - New with tags (CB10)

v423

A lot of 5 coats including Anthology and Evans, various sizes (CB10)

v424

A lot of coats and jackets including Fluid and Brave Soul, various sizes (CB10)

v425

3 x Capsule coats, sizes 22, 14 & 12, various styles and colours - New with tags (CB10)

v426

3 x Mango ladies coats, 2 size small and 1 extra small, various styles - New with tags (CB10)
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427

3 x Children's coats including Jasper Conran and Canada Weathergear - New with tags (CB10)

v428

A lot of various slippers, mainly men's - New with tags (CB10)

v429

3 x branded adult bath robes including The White Company, Saville Row and John Lewis - New
with tags (CB10)

v430

2 x size 12 navy Superdry jackets, RRP £150 - New with tags (CB10)

v431

5 x items of Superdry clothing, including joggers and tops, combined RRP £170 - New with tags
(CB10)

v432

2 x pink Superdry hoodies and 1 x Superdry Ollie snood, combined RRP £150 - New with tags
(CB10)

v433

3 x men's jackets including New Look and Burton - New with tags (CB11)

v434

1 x Adidas Harlequins black football jacket, size 3XL - New with tags (CB11)

v435

4 x items of Superdry clothing including jeans, hooded jacket and shirt, combined total RRP
£160 - New with tags (CB11)

v436

3 x items of Superdry clothing all size 2XL, includes hoodies and heavy jacket etc combined
RRP £180. - New with tags (CB11)

v437

A small lot of casual footwear including Henley's Original and New Look - New with tags (CB11)

v438

A lot of ladies boots including Raid and Pretty little thing - New (CB11)

v439

A bag of ladies Joe Browns items, including jackets and dresses - New with tags (CB11)

v440

A quantity of ladies clothing mainly dresses and party wear, brands include Boohoo, Pretty Little
Thing and H&M - New with tags (CB11)

v441

2 x Superdry jackets, consisting of 1 x size 12 core down hooded jacket, RRP £94.99 and 1 x
Rookie military parka, size small, RRP £84.00 - New with tags (CB11)

v442

1 x Superdry shirt, style army corps, size L and 1 x Superdry military jacket, size 2XL, combined
RRP £120 - New with tags (CB11)

v443

A lot of ladies footwear, mainly boots, including So Fabulous and Qupid - New (CB11)

v444

4 x pairs of Rocket dog shoes including diver webbing sandals, size 6 - New (CB11)

v445

3 x items of Superdry clothing, size Large, including a gillet zip hood and hoodie, combined
RRP £165 - New with tags (CB11)

446

A quantity of children's branded clothing, mainly tops and dresses including Boden, Ted Baker
and Zara boys - New with tags (CB11)

v447

7 x items of Adidas sportswear, including tracksuits etc. - New with tags (CB11)

v448

A selection of Jack & Jones clothing including tops and T shirts - New with tags (CB11)

v449

3 x items of Superdry clothing including hoodie, crew top and zip hood, combined RRP £145 New with tags (CB11)
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v450

2 x Mountain Warehouse jackets, consisting of 1 x Polar burgundy 3 in 1 jacket, size 16, RRP
£179.99 and 1 x marble black padded jacket, size 16, RRP £69.99 - New (CB11)

v451

6 x items of Adidas clothing, including joggers and tops - New with tags (CB12)

v452

A lot of ladies boots, including SoulCal & Co and No Doubt - New (CB12)

v453

4 x items of Superdry clothing including a pink zip hood and navy zip hood etc. combined RRP
£147 - New with tags (CB12)

454

5 x pairs of children's Sidewalk Sports by Heeleys footwear - New (CB12)

v455

A Bench navy 'Breath' coat, size large - New with tags (CB12)

v456

4 x items of ladies Superdry clothing including a dress, jeans and a jumper, combined RRP
£200 - New with tags (CB12)

v457

5 x items of Superdry clothing including ladies jeans and men's shirts. Combined RRP £200 New with tags (CB12)

v458

A selection of ladies footwear including Glamorous and Call it Spring etc. - New (CB12)

v459

2 x Men's Superdry jackets, size large, including a Rookie heavy weather field jacket and a
storm hybrid zip hood jacket, combined RRP £150 - New with tags (CB12)

v460

A lot of casual footwear including Rocket Dog and Dunlop - New (CB12)

v461

1 x Tog 24 red coat, size 18 together with a Snowdonia jacket, size medium - New with tags
(CB12)

v462

8 x items of ladies Superdry clothing including scarves, hoodies, mittens and T shirts. Combined
RRP £190 - New with tags (CB12)

v463

3 x items of Superdry clothing including, zip hoodie, artic hoodie and bobble hat, combined RRP
£160 - New with tags (CB12)

v464

6 x items of Adidas clothing, including jackets and trousers - New with tags (CB12)

v465

1 x Brave Soul black jacket, size XL together with 1 x Jack & Jones green parka jacket, size
small - New with tags (CB12)

466

2 x children's Revolution dancewear costumes. Style number 0228 and 489 - New with tags
(CB12)

v467

A lot of men's casual wear, various styles, sizes ranging from XXL - 5XL, brands include Duffer,
Tapout etc. - New with tags (CB12)

v468

A lot of winter boots, including Thermotex and Verbier - New (CB12)

469

A selection of children's sport and leisure wear, age 7-14 years, including Puma, Lee Cooper
etc. - New with tags (CB13)

v470

A selection of woman's sport and leisure wear including LA Gear and Slazenger - New with tags
(CB13)

v471

A lot of ladies boots, including Debenhams Collection - New (CB13)
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v472

3 x jackets consisting of 1 x Karrimor long down black jacket, size 10, 1 x Firetrap jet black small
jacket, reference number FA7043 and 1 x Firetrap dark navy large jacket, reference number
FA0742 - New with tags (CB13)

v473

5 x pairs of men's casual shoes including ASOS, On Fire - New (CB13)

v474

3 x pairs of men's casual footwear including Loyalty & Faith size 9, Creative Recreation size 7
and Reebok black trainers size 10 - New (CB13)

v475

A selection of men's knitwear including Samuel Windsor, H&M etc - New with tags (CB13)

v476

A quantity of men's premium branded underwear including Armani, Calvin Klein, Superdry etc. New with tags (CB13)

v477

4 x men's tops and knitwear including Racing Green, Crosshatch etc. - New with tags (CB13)

v478

A quantity of ladies knitwear including Body Flirt, H&M etc. - New with tags (CB13)

v479

1 x Motero technical biker jacket, size 5XL together with a Texpeed leather motorcycle
waistcoat, size Large - New with tags (CB13)

v480

A large quantity of sleep wear, including Adore sleep gift sets etc. - New with tags (CB13)

v481

5 x pairs of men's formal footwear including Base London & Jones footwear - New (CB13)

v482

A large quantity of ladies slippers including Padders & Boux Avenue - New (CB13)

v483

A quantity of ladies boots, including Truffle Collection & Next - New (CB13)

v484

6 x pairs of Truffle Collection ladies shoes, including a pair of black PU boots size 5 - New
(CB14)

v485

A Superdry black hooded box quilt Fiji jacket, size small, RRP £39.99 - New with tags (CB14)

v486

6 items of sportswear consisting of Nike and Adidas - New with tags (CB14)

v487

A lot of ladies shoes including Cushion-Walk and Miso - New (CB14)

v488

A lot of Legend of London jeans, various sizes - New with tags (CB14)

v489

5 x pairs of trainers including Adidas and Nike, various sizes - New (CB14)

v490

A selection of ladies boots, including XTI and H&M etc. - New (CB14)

v491

A selection of ladies dresses and tops including ASOS, Boohoo, Naanaa etc. - New with tags
(CB14)

v492

5 x pairs of trainers, including Puma, Adidas and Beck & Hersey running trainers - New in box
(CB14)

v493

A lot of woollen scarves and shawls including Piarossini and Reserved etc. - New (CB14)

v494

A lot of ladies underwear including Fernand Peril, Ted Baker - New (CB14)

v495

A lot of 8 coats including New Look, H&M and B You - New with tags (CB14)
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v496

A selection of sandals including Karrimor, Hot Tuna and Havaianas etc. - New with tags (CB14)

v497

A quantity of sports socks including Adidas and Nike - New with tags (CB14)

v498

A lot of ladies scarves, various brands - New (CB14)

v499

A quantity of baseball and flat cap hats including Devote London and Under Armour - New
(CB14)

v500

2 x ChiChi London party dresses, including Briar dress size 16 and Benedetta size 10 - New
with tags (CB15rail)

v501

7 x items of Charles Tyrwhitt formal wear, including waistcoats, trousers and blazers - New with
tags (CB15rail)

v502

A Monsoon Bridal ivory artisan hand embellished wedding dress, size 12 - New (CB15rail)

v503

6 x items of W&B formal wear, including jackets and waistcoats - New with tags (CB15rail)

v504

A Monsoon black gladioli lace dress, size 16, RRP £139 - New with tags (CB15rail)

v505

A Monsoon Penelope lace dress in green, size 16, RRP £119 - New with tags (CB15rail)

v506

6 x items of Skopes formal wear, including trousers, waistcoats and jackets - New (CB15rail)

v507

8 x lace dresses including Lipsy London and Nightingale - New with tags (CB15rail)

v508

5 x items of formal menswear including TM Lewin and Moss Bros - New with tags (CB15rail)

v509

8 x ladies dresses, including Anthology and Joanna Hope etc. - New with tags (CB15rail)

510

4 x items of children's formal wear ages between 12-14 years including Paisley of London - New
with tags (CB15rail)

v511

A Quiz white sculptured sequined peacock dress, size 10, RRP £89.99 - New with tags
(CB15rail)

v512

5 x dresses including Next and R M Richards etc. - New with tags (CB15rail)

v513

1 x Ted Baker Stirling jacket size 42R and matching trousers size 38R - New with tags
(CB15rail)

v514

1 x French Connection 5oisk black jacket, size small - New with tags (CB15rail)

v515

1 x Warrior soul brown biker leather jacket, slight damage to one of the cuffs - New (CB15rail)

v516

A Tigha Bob style deep orange leather jacket, size small - New with tags (CB15rail)

v517

A grey Jigsaw coat, size large - New with tags (CB15rail)

v518

A Paul Costelloe dressage coat, size 16 - New with tags (CB15rail)

v519

A bag of hats and scarves including The North Face, Beach Field etc. - New (CB15)

v520

A quantity of Plus size clothing including Evans - New with tags (CB15)

v521

A lot of men's shirts including Charles Tyrwhitt, Merc London etc. - New (CB15)
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v522

A selection of men's jeans including Firetrap, ASOS, Soviet, various sizes - New with tags
(CB15)

v523

A lot of ladies boots, including La Redoute, Evans etc. - Condition - Mixed (CB15)

v524

A quantity of ladies clothing including Adidas and Accacia - New with tags (CB15)

525

1 x Mountain Warehouse children's snow jacket and pant set, age 13 - New with tags (CB16)

v526

1 x Regatta Outdoor long line thermal jacket, size 18 and 1 x Regatta Penthea fur collar jacket,
size 18 - New with tags (CB16)

527

A lot of children's shoes, including Trixi Wish and George etc. - New (CB16)

v528

1 x US Polo Assn navy jacket, size large together with 1 x Mountain Warehouse black soft shell
jacket, size XL - New with tags (CB16)

529

A selection of children's clothing, various brands including jeans and knitwear - New with tags
(CB16)

v530

1 x Zakti 'snug as a bug' printed down jacket size 10, together with 1 x pair of Mountain
Warehouse grey moon ski pants, size 6 - New with tags (CB16)

v531

A bag of branded ladies clothing including Principal, Boden and Verbaudet - New with tags
(CB16)

v532

12 x Star Wars T-shirts, various styles and sizes - New with tags (CB16)

v533

A small lot of ladies footwear including Blowfish, Mango and Clarks - New (CB16)

v534

3 x men's jackets including Burton, sizes Medium and XL - New (CB16)

v535

12 x Jack & Jones T shirts, various sizes and styles - New (CB16)

v536

A small lot of men's boots, including Slimbridge and CJ - New (CB16)

v537

A small lot of Wellington boots, including Regatta and Dunlop - New (CB16)

v538

1 x Bluezoo navy jacket, age 9-10 together with 1 x Regatta black jacket age 9-10 - New with
tags (CB16)

539

A selection of boys clothing including jeans, jacket and underwear, brands include Airwalk, Next
etc. - New with tags (CB16)

v540

4 x ladies matching evening gown/bridesmaid dresses, various sizes - New with tags (CB16)

v541

12 x Jack & Jones T shirts, various styles and sizes - New (CB16)

v542

A Superdry pop zip hooded artic coat, size medium, RRP £69.99 - New with tags (CB16)

v543

9 pairs of Star Wars boxer shorts, various styles and sizes - New with tags (CB16)

v544

12 x Jack & Jones T shirts, various sizes and styles - New (CB16)

v545

2 x items of Boden clothing including British Tweed by Moon jacket, size 6 petite and a black
dress size 8 petite - New with tags (CB17rail)
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v546

A Joe Browns male jacket, size 48 - New with tags (CB17rail)

v547

4 x items of Flintoff by Jacamo formal wear, including 3 blazers and 1 x pair of trousers - New
with tags (CB17rail)

v548

A Gina Bacconi, size 8 range dress, style number SPP8083 - New with tags (CB17rail)

v549

A Forever Unique London, size 6, Cindy TF5202 dress together with a Nookie Selina halter
dress, size large - New with tags (CB17rail)

v550

A Brooks Brothers 2 piece suit, size 38/32, SKU 724059233 - New with tags (CB17rail)

v551

4 x items of men's formal wear including Samuel Windsor, Brunello Cucinelli - New with tags
(CB17rail)

v552

8 x items of ladies clothing including Warehouse and Hope and Harlow - New with tags
(CB17rail)

v553

4 x items of Debenhams The Collection formal wear including jackets and waistcoats - New with
tags (CB17rail)

v554

1 x Ben Sherman 2 piece suit, trousers 32 Reg, Jacket 42 Reg - New with tags (CB17rail)

v555

2 x items of Cavani formal wear including a Jaxxon blue jacket, size 40 Reg - New (CB17rail)

v556

8 x ladies dresses, brands include Anthology and Peace & Love - New with tags (CB17rail)

v557

6 x pairs of tailored trousers, mostly 32 reg, brands include Jeff Banks, Calvin Klein etc. - New
with tags (CB17rail)

v558

A lot of slippers including Padders and Star Wars etc. - New with tags (CB17)

v559

12 x Jack & Jones T shirts, various styles and sizes - New (CB17)

v560

12 x Jack & Jones T shirts, various styles and sizes - New (CB17)

v561

4 x pairs of Jack & Jones jeans, sizes 28/32 and 30/32 - New (CB17)

v562

4 x pairs of Jack & Jones jeans, sizes 34/32, 36/32 and 36/34 - New (CB17)

v563

4 x pairs of Jack & Jones jeans and chinos, sizes 28/32, 30/32 and 28/30 - New (CB17)

v564

A quantity of sandals, various brands - New (CB17)

v565

14 x Jack & Jones T shirts, various sizes - New (CB18)

566

1 x Karrimor helium blue jacket, size XXL, RRP £99.99, together with 1 x Madison Zenith grey
jacket, size XL- New with tags (CB18)

v567

2 x Boden jackets, including British Tweed by Moon, size 10R and a camel coloured wool coat,
size 8R - New with tags (CB18)

v568

7 x men's merino wool fine knitwear including Burton & GAP - New with tags (CB18)

v569

4 x items of ladies faux leather clothing consisting of 3 x pairs of trousers and 1 x skirt, brands
include Wallis and Zara - New with tags (CB18)
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v570

1 x Phase Eight floral jumpsuit, RRP £130, size 18 - New (CB18)

v571

1 x Phase Eight floral jumpsuit, RRP £130, size 20 - New (CB18)

v572

5 x Wallis knitted jumpers, various colours & sizes, combined RRP £200 - New with tags (CB18)

v573

A selection of ladies footwear, including Truffle Collection and Quiz - New (CB18)

v574

A lot of branded ladies clothing including Phase Eight, Boden and White Stuff - New with tags
(CB18)

v575

A lot of ladies branded clothing including Phase Eight, Boden and Mantaray - New with tags
(CB18)

v576

A bag of assorted slippers including Totes and The White Company etc. - New with tags (CB18)

v577

A selection of ladies boots, including River Island, Krush etc. - New (CB18)

v578

A lot of ladies branded clothing including Oasis, White Stuff, Boden etc. - New (CB18)

v579

A bag of ladies clothing, brands include Boohoo and ASOS - New (CB18)

v580

A lot of men's Boohoo clothing and a Beyond Retro denim jacket, size large - New (CB18)

v581

A selection of sports clothes including Triumph and Lambretta - New (CB18)

v582

A quantity of men's branded trousers including Jeff Banks, Boohoo Man, Ben Sherman etc. New (CB18)

v583

A good selection of men's footwear including Soviet and Red Herring - New (CB19)

v584

7 x coats, various sizes, brands include Amber, Maine, Lee Cooper etc. - New with tags (CB18)

v585

1 x Karen Millen trench coat, model CB018, size 14, beige - New (CB19)

v586

2 x Gerry Weber skirts, size 14 and 16, RRP £110.00 - New (CB19)

587

A lot of boys pyjama sets including George - New (CB19)

v588

A lot of 4 x Superdry items including knitted jumpers and tops, sizes XS and Small, combined
RRP £145 - New (CB19)

v589

3 x pairs of ladies boots including Dr Martens Charla 18001201 Broadway rich brown boots, UK
size 5 - New in box (CB19)

590

A lot of George children's school wear, various sizes - New (CB19)

591

A lot of children's clothing, sizes 3-6 years, including George etc. - New (CB19)

592

A lot of George children's school wear, various sizes - New (CB19)

v593

A Superdry classic rookie military parka, size medium, RRP £89.99 - New (CB19)

v594

4 x items of Superdry clothing including 2 hoodies and 2 tops, various sizes, combined RRP
£180 - New (CB19)
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v595

4 x items of Superdry including sport active core, core running shell, premium knitwear, various
sizes, combined RRP £190 - New (CB19)

v596

A lot of ladies casual shoes including ASOS and Wald Laufer and Tamaris etc. Various sizes New (CB20)

597

A lot of boys clothing including H&M, Star Wars and Debenhams etc. Various sizes - New
(CB20)

598

A lot of boys clothing including George, Marvel, Matalan etc. Various sizes - New (CB20)

v599

A lot of ladies boots and shoes including Wallis cushion walk and Snugg boots etc. - New
(CB20)

600

A lot of boys baby clothes including sleep suits, vests and snow suits etc. Brands include
Nayan Cat and Matalan - New (CB20)

601

A lot of boys clothing, ages 10 plus including Rip Stop jeans MCFC, Pyjamas etc. - New (CB20)

v602

A lot of ladies boots including Fluid and Divided, various sizes - New (CB20)

603

A lot of girls clothing, size 4-8 years, brands include Bluezoo Debenhams and Converse - New
(CB20)

v604

A pair of Gelert Tryfan mid WP walking boots, size 9, together with a pair of Dunlop safety
hiking boots, size 9.5 - New (CB20)

605

A lot of girls clothing, ages 2-6 years, brands include Boohoo, John Lewis, Uniqlo - New (CB20)

606

A lot of girls clothing, ages 10-14 years, including Mountain Warehouse, H&M and Mango Kids New (CB20)

v607

A lot of 6 adult coats including Brave Soul and Soulcal & Co, various sizes - New (CB20)

v608

A lot of 5 coats including H&M and Evans, various sizes - New (CB20)

v609

A lot of ladies coats including B You, Next and H&M - New (CB21)

v610

A lot of 4 coats including Capsule and Select, various sizes - New (CB21)

611

A lot of girl's sleep wear including robes etc. Brands include Next etc. - New (CB21)

v612

A pair of UGG W Kasen tall black boots, size 6.5 - New (CB21)

v613

4 Craghoppers trousers, style kiwi pro black, various sizes - New (CB21)

v614

A Boden Keswick velvet coat, colour grey, UK size 8 - New (CB21)

v615

A lot of men's boots and shoes including CJ, Trade Safe and Chums, various sizes - New
(CB21)

616

A lot of boys pyjama sets including George etc. - New (CB21)

617

A lot of baby and young girl clothing including Your Beautiful, Vertbaudet and Disney etc.
Various sizes - New (CB21)
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v618

A Victoria Beckham black jacket, size 4 - Used (CB21)

v619

A lot of ladies casual ankle boots including Dorothy Perkins, Zakti etc. - New (CB21)

v620

A lot of mixed sleep wear including DC Comics, Adore and Brave Soul and Sleeperzzz bed
socks etc. - New (CB21)

v621

A lot of mixed sleep wear including Pac Man sleepset, pyjamas and slipper sets and Sleeperzzz
bedsocks - New (CB21)

v622

A mixed lot of sleep wear including Rocket and Rags, Adore and Snugover robe etc, - New
(CB21)

v623

A lot of robes and onesies including Fluid, Damart, Marius, various sizes - New (CB21)

v624

4 x ladies coats including Reserved, Story of Lola etc. Various sizes - New (CB22)

v625

3 x ASOS coats including an oversized coat with pocket, size 14, petite slim coat with fur, size
12 and a black jacket with belt, size 10 - New (CB22)

v626

A lot of men's casual shoes including Henleys originals and Penguin etc. Various sizes - New
(CB22)

v627

A lot of men's sports and casual wear including Ambler, R D X Tech and Castelli etc. Sizes L
and XL - New (CB22)

v628

A lot of ladies ankle boots including Mantaray and Dorothy Perkins, various sizes - New (CB22)

v629

A lot of ladies shoes including LPB, Boohoo and Michele X, various sizes - New (CB22)

v630

A lot of men's sportswear including Pierre Cardin, The Idle Man and Lee Cooper, various sizes New (CB22)

v631

A lot of large men's sportswear including Pegasus, Fred Boston, sizes XXL - 4XL - New (CB22)

v632

5 x ladies coats including Top Shop and J Taylor, various sizes - New (CB22)

v633

Various sized fleece robes and sleep wear including Disney and Adore - New (CB22)

v634

6 x coats including Regatta and Damart, various sizes - New (CB22)

v635

A lot of ladies casual and sportswear including Puma, La Gear and Champion etc. Various sizes
- New (CB22)

v636

A lot of men's sportswear including Slazenger, H&M, Puma, various sizes - New (CB22)

v637

A lot of men's sportswear including Domyos, Gasp and Slazenger, various sizes - New (CB22)

v638

A lot of ladies sportswear including Puma, Craft, Lonsdale and H&M - New (CB22)

v639

12 x Jack & Jones T shirts, various sizes - New (CB22)

v640

A lot of men's sportswear including Pierre Cardin, Champion and Nike, various sizes - New
(CB22)
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641

A lot of boys sports and casual wear including Everlast, Karrimor and Very etc. Aged 9 plus New (CB22)

v642

A lot of ladies dresses and blouses including Boohoo, ASOS, Little Mistress, Quiz and Boden New (CB23)

643

A lot of children's shoes including Spider Man and Animal, various sizes - New (CB23)

v644

A lot of 6 men's sports shoes, including Fila, Puma, Asics etc. Various sizes - New (CB23)

v645

A lot of sportswear including Nike, Gap Fit, Reebok etc. Various sizes - New (CB23)

v646

1 x ladies Wallis fur trimmed coat, size Medium together with a Debenhams fur trimmed coat,
size 18 - New (CB23)

v647

A lot of men's shoes including On Fire, Graceland and BPC Selection, various sizes - New
(CB23)

v648

A Lambretta MA1 badge navy coat, size 3 XL, together with a Calvin Klein windtop stripes
XXlarge jacket, combined RRP £140 - New (CB23)

v649

A lot of men's sport and leisure wear, including Umbro, Celio, Londsdale - New with tags (CB23)

v650

A lot of ladies boots including Andrea Dorothy Perkins, various sizes - New (CB23)

651

A lot of children's clothes including Board Angels, Zara Boys and Kangaroo Poo, various sizes New (CB23)

v652

A lot of ladies knitwear including Just Fab, Boohoo, Be You and Brave Soul, various sizes - New
(CB23)

v653

A lot of baseball caps including Adidas and Diem etc. - New (CB23)

v654

4 x items of Superdry clothing including army corps shirt, size M, quilt jacket, size XL together
with No 1 Co and Vintage T shirt, size S and 3XL, combined RRP £200 - New (CB23)

v655

4 x items of Superdry clothing including varsity knit, size S, zipped hood, size XS, overhead
hood, size L and cable scarf, combined RRP £190

v656

4 x No Fear navy red winter coats, various sizes - New (CB24)

v657

4 x Wallis tops and blouses, various sizes, combined RRP £128 - New (CB24)

v658

A lot of Lonsdale sports and leisure wear including joggers tops and T shirts etc. Various sizes New (CB24)

v659

A lot of thermal clothing including Heat tech crane and fortress thermal, various sizes - New
(CB24)

v660

A lot of ladies heeled shoes including Boohoo, Shoe Box and Next, various sizes - New (CB24)

v661

A lot of 8 coats including ASOS, H&M and B.You, various sizes - New (CB24)

662

A lot of girls casual shoes and boots including Adidas, Neo, Next and Bluezoo - New (CB24)

663

A lot of girls clothing including M&S kids, Matalan and George, sizes 10-14 years - New (CB24)
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664

5 x pieces of children's Boden clothing including tops and shorts, various sizes - New (CB24)

v665

A selection of men's tops and T-shirts including Jack & Jones, Soviet, Religion etc. - New with
tags (CB24)

v666

A lot of ladies formal shoes including Boulevard, Sperry and Heavenly Soles etc. Various sizes
- New (CB24)

v667

A mixed lot of sleep wear including T G clothing Co, George and Atlas For Men etc. Various
sizes - New (CB24)

v668

A lot of men's sportswear including Slazenger and Pierre Cardin, size XXL and 3XL - New
(CB24)

v669

5 x pieces of Nike clothing including tops and hoodie etc. Various sizes - New (CB24)

v670

5 x pieces of Nike clothing including tracksuit tops and hoodies, various sizes - New (CB24)

671

4 x Little White Company tops, sizes 3 x 3-4 years and 1 x 4-5 years, total RRP £104 - New
(CB24)

v672

A lot of Slazenger sport wear including joggers, tops, hoodies etc. Various sizes - New (CB24)

v673

A mixed lot of new and used clothes including Clarks shoes, Simply Demand hoodie and ethnic
style clothing - Condition - Mixed (CB24)

v674

An unbranded white wedding dress with lace and flower detail to bodice, size 102 x 83 (CC1)

v675

An unbranded champagne wedding dress, size 8, lace up back with embellished bodice and
train to back of dress (CC1)

v676

A Karen Millen cream sleeveless jacket with belt, size 14, Ref: DA265, RRP £180.00 - New with
tags (CC1)

v677

A Coast Immi merlot colour lace maxi dress, size 18, RRP £149.00 - New with tags (CC2)

v678

A Coast Iradessa high low skirt, colour merlot, size 10, RRP £99.00 - New with tags (CC2)

v679

All Saints Grace slashed skinny washed black jeans, WE0096, size W27, RRP £98.00 - New
with tags (CC2)

v680

Superdry pop zip hooded arctic windcheat jacket, black/Denby blue colour, size small/36", RRP
£74.99 - New with tags (CC2)

v681

Boden black Elizabeth Ponte blazer, size 10R - New with tags (CC2)

v682

Boden deep red velvet Martha dress, size 10 long - New (CC2)

v683

7 x various ladies winter coats including Lovedrobe and Very - New (FSCabs)

v684

A large quantity of sleepwear including Bluezoo - New (FSCabs)

v685

7 x pieces of River Island clothing, combined RRP £304.00 - New with tags (FSCabs)

v686

A selection of ladies clothing including South and Saviour - New (FSCabs)
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v687

A selection of ladies clothing including Miss Selfridges, Boohoo and Asos - New (FSCabs)

v688

A selection of swimwear including Zogga and Sea Folly - New (FSCabs)

v689

A good selection of men's suit jackets including Next and Chums - New (FSCabs)

v690

A selection of men's wear including Racing Green, Samuel Windsor and Charles Tyrwhitt - New
(FSCabs)

v691

4 x items of Mantaray men's wear combined RRP £190.00 - New (FSCabs)

v692

2 x H&M ladies stone colour coats and 1 x Monsoon fur effect coat - New (FSCabs)

v693

A selection of men's shirts including Pierre Cardin and Debenhams (FSCabs)

v694

A selection of men's branded clothing including Berghaus, Luke and Samuel Windsor - New
(FSCabs)

v695

A selection of ladies knitwear including H&M and Boohoo - New (FSCabs)

696

A selection of children's wear including Nike and Converse - New (FSCabs)

v697

A good selection of adult accessories including French connection, Nevica, CAT etc. - New
(FSCabs)

v698

A selection of men's tops including Hugo Boss, Abercrombie & Fitch, Lacoste etc. (FSCabs)

699

A selection of children's wear including Vertbaudet, Bluezoo, Nike etc. - New (FSCabs)

v700

A selection of Boohoo ladies wear - New (FSCabs)

v701

A good selection of accessories including hats, gloves and scarves including Mountain
Warehouse etc. - New (FSCabs)

v702

A selection of men's knitwear including H&M and Merino Wool - New (FSCabs)

v703

4 x pairs of Superdry trousers, combined RRP £205.00 - New with tags (FSCabs)

v704

1 x Superdry black emergency orange hooded windtrekker, size XL - New with tags (FSCabs)

v705

3 x Superdry assorted style tops, combined RRP £150.00 - New with tags (FSCabs)

v706

8 x pieces of Superdry clothing, combined RRP £324.00 - New with tags (FSCabs)

v707

1 x Superdry Forest Khaki classic rookie military parka coat, size M, RRP £89.99 - New with
tags (FSCabs)

v708

3 x Superdry assorted styled tops, combined RRP £150.00 - New with tags (FSCabs)

v709

5 x Superdry assorted styled tops, combined RRP £150.00 - New with tags (FSCabs)

v710

A selection of Superdry accessories including beanie hats and beach sport boxer pants - New
(FSCabs)

v711

2 x Superdry assorted tops, combined RRP £130.00 - New with tags (FSCabs)
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v712

1 x Superdry true black/black marl Fuji colour black DHL zip hood top, size M, RRP £89.99 New with tags (FSCabs)

v713

A selection of ladies wear including Abercrombie & Fitch, Ted Baker etc. - New (FSCabs)

v714

A good selection of work wear including Dickies - New (FSCabs)

v715

A Ben Sherman black 2 piece suit, jackets size 48R and trousers size 40R, RRP £189.00 - New
with tags (FSCabs)

v716

A selection of ladies wear including All Saints, Jasper Conran and RJR John Rocha - New
(FSCabs)

717

A selection of children's wear including The Little White Company, Nevica etc. - New (FSCabs)

v718

A selectio0n of men's wear including French Connection, Jasper Conran, Charles Tyrwhitt etc.
(FSCabs)

v719

A selection of ladies wear including Wallis, Helene Berman London and Mantaray - New
(FSCabs)

v720

4 x pieces of adult Mountain Warehouse clothing - New with tags (FSCabs)

v721

A good selection of ladies clothing, mainly Damart - New (FSCabs)

v722

A selection of adult outdoor wear including Gelert, Weird Fish etc. (FSCabs)

v723

A selection of Adidas and football club branded clothing - New (FSCabs)

v724

A selection of adult clothing including Principles, Mela London and French Connection - New
(FSCabs)

v725

A selection of Nike adult wear - New with tags (FSCabs)

v726

A selection of men's wear including Armani Exchange, French connection, Converse and Lyle &
Scott (FSCabs)

v727

A selection of sportswear including Fabletics, Canterbury and Under Armour - New (FSCabs)

728

A selection of children's wear including Nike and Adidas (FSCabs)

v729

A selection of women's wear, mainly coats including Mango, Capsule and Warehouse (FSCabs)

v730

6 x pieces of Oasis clothing, combined RRP £315.00 - New with tags (FSCabs)

v731

5 x pieces of Artigiano - New with tags (FSCabs)

v732

A good selection of adult jeans including Firetrap and Soviet - New (FSCabs)

v733

4 x pieces of Joe Browns clothing and 2 x pieces of Boden - New (FSCabs)

v734

1 x Coast black brean structured sleeved top, size 10, RRP £59.00, together with 1 x Phase
Eight red Zoe swing dress, UK size 16 - New with tags (FSCabs)

v735

8 x various ladies coats and jackets including River Island, New Look and Kiomi (FSCabs)
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v736

A good selection of ladies tops including Zara, Topshop and Asos - New (FSCabs)

v737

A good selection of ladies knitwear including H&M and Boohoo

v738

A magnum containing an assortment of boots, shoes and sandals - Second-hand (magnum not
included) (Mag1floor)

v739

A quantity of Boohoo clothing including knitwear, jackets, dresses and tops - New with tags
(Mag2floor)

v740

A mixed lot of underwear and swimwear including Debenhams, Capsule, Boohoo - New with
tags (FSCabs)

741

A selection of boys clothing aged 2 - 6yrs including H&M, Jasper Conran and various school
wear - New with tags (FSCabs)

v742

A bag of men's tailored shirts including Maine, Brave Soul etc. - New with tags (FSCabs)

v743

5 x ladies jackets including Fluid and Wallis - New (in 2 bags) (FSCabs)

v744

3 x denim jackets, brands are Selected Homme, Asos and Menace - New with tags (FSCabs)

v745

4 x outdoor jackets, brands include Regatta, Tribord etc. - New with tags (FSCabs)

v746

1 x Barneys Original leather jacket, small, and an unbranded patch lambskin jacket, medium New (FSCabs)

v747

A bag of casual wear including hoodies and track suits, brands include Fluid and Slazenger New with tags (FSCabs)

v748

3 x ladies full length sheepskin wool coats, brands are R Edition, Uniqlo and In The Style - New
with tags (FSCabs)

v749

10 x ladies fur trimmed coats, assorted sizes including Julipa, Dare2B and Centigrade - New
with tags (FSCabs)

v750

A bag of men's large and extra-large clothing including Puma, Speedo and TG (FSCabs)

v751

5 x ladies fur trimmed coats, various sizes, brands include Brave Soul & Red Herring - New
(FSCabs) (in 2 bags)

v752

A bag of woollen hats, scarves and gloves including B.You, H&M and Beechfield - New with
tags (FSCabs)

v753

A bag of men's sport & leisure wear including England Rugby, Everlast, Karrimor etc. - New with
tags (FSCabs)

v754

4 x various men's jackets including 1 x Duck & Cover and 1 x Snowdonia Outdoor - New with
tags (FSCabs)

v755

A selection of ladies wear including French Connection and Yumi - New (FSCabs)

v756

A quantity of Lonsdale men's underwear - New (FSCabs)

v757

A selection of branded football wear including Nike - New (FSCabs)
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v758

A quantity of Lonsdale underwear - New (FSCabs)

v759

A selection of sports/outdoor wear including Karrimor and Sondico - New (FSCabs)

v760

A selection of ladies clothing including Next, Mango and M&S - New (FSCabs)

v761

A selection of men's wear including Jasper Conran and Canterbury - New (FSCabs)

v762

A selection of men's wear including Jack & Jones and Brave Soul - New (FSCabs)

763

A selection of boys clothing including Karrimor and Slazenger - New (FSCabs)

v764

A selection of men's clothing including Trespass and Penn - New (FSCabs) (in 2 bags)

v765

3 x bags of assorted adult coats and jackets including Hi Gear - New (FSCabs)

v766

A selection of ladies clothing including H&M - New (FSCabs)

v767

A selection of coats and jackets including Maine - New (FSCabs) (in 2 bags)

v768

A selection of adult coats including Brave Soul and Pull & Bear - New (FSCabs) (in 2 bags)

v769

7 x various adult jackets including Gelert, No Fear and Lee Cooper - New (FSCabs)

v770

A selection of ladies trousers including Evans (FSCabs)

v771

A selection of men's clothing including Lee Copper - New (FSCabs)

v772

A selection of ladies clothing including Gerry Weber - New (FSCabs)

v773

1 x Aubin & Wills beige Selbourne mac, size 10, RRP £145.00, one button broken - New with
tags (FSCabs)

v774

A selection of ladies wear including 1 x Lea Lis evening dress - New (FSCabs)

v775

A selection of men's clothing including Jack & Jones and Burton - New (FSCabs)

v776

A selection of adult leather wear including Stolen Heart - New (FSCabs)

v777

A selection of men's t-shirts including Kicker and Brave Soul - New (FSCabs)

778

A selection of girls clothing including Ted Baker and Paw Patrol - New (FSCabs)

v779

A selection of ladies sport/gym wear including Puma and Next - New (FSCabs)

780

A selection of girls clothing including Mountain Warehouse and H&M - New (FSCabs)

v781

A selection of men's wear including Lee Cooper - New (FSCabs)

v782

A selection of ladies wear including Coast and Lindy Bop - New (FSCabs)

v783

A selection of men's wear including Burton and Brave Soul - New (FSCabs)

v784

A selection of ladies evening wear including Lipsy and Quiz - New (FSCabs) (in 2 bags)

785

A good selection of children's footwear including Hot Tuna, Sondico(FSCabs) (in 2 boxes and 1
x bag)
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786

A good selection of adult footwear including Mountain Warehouse (FSCabs) (in 2 bags and 1 x
box)

Books
787

A box of 12 'The Mantis Pact' by Phillip Malcolm, RRP £12.99 each - New (GS16)

788

A box of 12 'The Mantis Pact' by Phillip Malcolm, RRP £12.99 each - New (GS16)

789

A box of 12 'The Mantis Pact' by Phillip Malcolm, RRP £12.99 each - New (GS16)

790

A box of 12 'The Mantis Pact' by Phillip Malcolm, RRP £12.99 each - New (GS16)

791

A box of 12 'The Mantis Pact' by Phillip Malcolm, RRP £12.99 each - New (GS16)

792

A box of 12 'The Mantis Pact' by Phillip Malcolm, RRP £12.99 each - New (GS16)

793

A box of 12 'The Mantis Pact' by Phillip Malcolm, RRP £12.99 each - New (GS16)

794

A box of 12 'The Mantis Pact' by Phillip Malcolm, RRP £12.99 each - New (GS16)

795

2 x boxes of books comprising novels and hard back books (GS16)

796

A selection of JK Rowling books including Harry Potter book set etc. - Second-hand (GS16)

797

A lot of political books including Gordon Brown My Life, Our Times and The Politics of Crowds Second-hand (GS16)

798

Collection of assorted Disney mini storybooks including 101 Dalmatians etc. - Second-hand
(GS16)

799

A lot of quiz books including The Crystal Maze Challenge and The Daily Mail Cryptic
Crosswords - Second-hand (GS16)

800

Assorted drink/cocktail books - Second-hand (GS16)

801

6 x Learn to Burn Books RRP £10.99 each, 7 x assorted cookery books etc. - Second-hand
(GS16)

802

Assorted biographies of modern musical interest including Michael Jackson etc. - Second-hand
(GS16)

803

Assorted hard back novels including Ken Follett, Stephen King, C.C. Benison, Penny Jenkins
etc. - Second-hand (GS16)

804

Assorted paperback novels by Dan Brown, George RR Martin, Paul Sussman, Peter May etc. Second-hand (GS16)

805

Assorted modern paperback novels - Second-hand (GS16)

806

Assorted paperback novels by Lynda La Plante, Stieg Larsoon, Jack Higgins, Eva Woods etc. Second-hand (GS16)

807

A lot of fashion catalogues including Diesel Brand 95/96 Autumn/Winter etc. - Second-hand
(GS16)
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Miscellaneous (I)
808

A magnum containing children's party products such as napkins, Postman Pat paper cups, Bob
The Builder cardboard lunchboxes and invitations etc.(magnum not included) - Condition Mixed

809

A magnum containing home items including ice lolly moulds, butterfly candle holders, ice cream
plastic bowls and dinner knives etc. (magnum not included) - Condition - Mixed

810

A magnum containing garden related items including natural garden stakes, plant pots, hanging
baskets, lawn edging, solar lights etc. (magnum not included) - Condition - Mixed

811

A magnum containing home items such as plastic ice cream bowls, cushions, mugs, squeegee
mop heads etc. (magnum not included) - Condition - Mixed

812

A shelf of smoking related items including filter tips, ash trays, rubber protective cigarette cases
etc. - Condition - Mixed

813

A shelf of children's toys including Minions scooter, Nerf super soaker, remote control
motorbike, Land and Sky telescope etc. - Condition - Mixed

814

A shelf of mixed party supplies including napkins, Bob The Builder cardboard lunchboxes and
invitations, Postman Pat paper cups etc. - Condition - Mixed

815

Approximately half a shelf of medical related items including fabric dressing strips, denture
fixative seals, Anusol cream, SPF 6 sun gel etc. - Condition - Mixed

816

A shelf of home items including imitation roses, wall hooks, mop heads, light bulbs, candles etc.
- Condition - Mixed

817

A shelf of mixed cosmetic items including eyelash curlers, nail files, nail varnish, eye mask and
ear plug sets etc. - Condition - Mixed

818

A shelf of party supplies including Bob The Builder cardboard lunchboxes and invitations,
Postman Pat paper cups, napkins etc. - Condition - Mixed

819

A shelf of toys including Chess and Draughts sets, jigsaws, Nerf gun, bags of soft toys etc. Condition - Mixed

820

A pallet of books and DVDs including a Century of Lingerie, Chelsea FC annual 2018, Batman
anthology DVD etc. - Condition - Mixed

821

A box of fishing items including fishing float 15 piece sets, soft bait sets, 5 piece tackle sets Condition - Mixed

822

A small art lot including 16" x 20" canvases, a photo trimmer, stationery stickers, animal pencil
set etc. - Condition - Mixed

823

A shelf of home items including candle holders, candles, chopping boards, fold away shopping
bags, plaques etc. - Condition - Mixed

824

A shelf of home items including candle holders, candles, plaques, umbrellas etc. - Condition Mixed
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825

A lot of tech items including Iconix cameras, Hub 7" tablet, US travel charger plugs, 30 pin sync
and charger cables, stylus pens etc. - Condition - Mixed

v825A

A 15kg bag of complete super premium dog food, chicken and rice with herbs, together with a
15kg bag of Eden holistic dog food - Sealed new (ES3)

v825B

A 10kg bag of mixed grass seed, 40% double turf, 30% bellevue turf and 30% verdi turf,
reference D8339516 - New (ES3)

v825C

A lot of Sugar Rush hand picked loose and wrapped confectionary - New (ES3)

v825D

A L'unite hermetique expansion tank, model 6526830100FH4525Y - New (Esbay1)

v825E

A Purity 1200 steam water filter - Condition - Spares (es1)

826

A shelf of auto related items including de-icer, ice scrapers, anti-freeze and coolant, air
fresheners etc.

v826B

A 20kg bag of Imperial food energy 28/23 dog food - New (ES4)

v826C

A 20kg bag of The Organic Feed Company sheep food - New (ES4)

827

A shelf of lighting items including 60W antique G80 BC cap spiral filament, LED light bulbs,
halogen light bulbs etc. - Condition - Mixed

828

A shelf of lighting items including 60W antique G80 BC cap spiral filament, vintage light bulbs,
halogen light bulbs etc. - Condition - Mixed

v828A

A swivel kitchen mixer tap chrome, model KT11-2018 - New in tatty box (GS5)

v828B

A Premier mono basin mixer with click waste, model TAP101, operating pressure 0.5 bar - New
(GS5)

v829

A shelf of Convesa items including black pipe 0.5mØ 200/250, Inox roof support Ø 250 etc. Mixed condition (GS1)

v830

A small lot of plinths including 1.5m x 180mm x 16mm white, FPL15.W - New (GS2)

v831

A 5ltr tin of Sprint 2k clearcoat and MS Express activator - New (GS1)

v832

A mixed lot including 8 x chrome security posts, a TV bracket, clamp brackets, blind slats etc. Condition - Mixed (GS2)

v833

2 x red plastic fire extinguisher stands together with a small powder fire extinguisher etc. - Mixed
condition (GS2)

v834

4 Large rolls of HRANIPEX ABSHU white stripping 22mm x 2mm reference 10980PE01 - New
(GS2)

v835

A small double sink with no drainer, model number EN50BK, black plastic - New in box (GS2)

v836

A Philips sound bar and wireless subwoofer, missing fixing screws, powers on ok, untested.
Model HTL51408/12 - Used (GS2)

v837

An Oaks lighting infinity range table lamp, no bulb or shade. Model number TL2040RG - New in
tatty box (GS2)
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v838

A TF Gear deluxe fishing seat box. Model TFG-DLX-5B - New in box (GS2)

v839

An Inoxa corner cupboard shelf system, possibly incomplete together with 2 x top slide draws,
model number 18BT2250G, all unchecked - Condition - Mixed (GS3)

v840

A small mixed household lot including mugs small shelves, curtains together with a box of glass
plain trophies - Condition - Mixed (GS3)

v841

A child's ride on excavator, product code 206176 - New in box (GS3)

v842

A box of 80 M & M's Christmas baubles, batch number JLX220181519, various designs - New
in box (GS3)

v843

1 x new Fanco Axial fan motor, model YWF4E-2505, 1 x new garment steamer, model
HDG612B together with a used Bush video player - Condition - Mixed (GS3)

v844

A shelf of garden items including 6 x GoSystem weed burners, compactor sacks, rake and
Tanka hedge trimmer blades etc. - Condition - Mixed (GS3)

v845

A mixed lot including 2 x boxes of Deb Stoko foam soap refills, mail sacks, together with Lay-ZSpa and workstation foam mats - Condition - Mixed (GS4)

v846

2 x NVC Lighting, Fulton, Led, edge lit recessed panels, Ref: NFU37/66/850, together with a
lampennelt.com ring LED light - New in box, box tatty (GS4)

v847

2 x Custom made 6 way, 13amp power distribution units, fitted with a 13amp plug, pat tested on
18/08/18 - New (GS4)

v848

3 x Perry large galvanised gate hinges, models 112-PPSET4GV and 127-090GV-2 together
with 10 pig tail fence spikes and green fencing - New (GS4)

v849

8 x Ansell lighting GU10 LED/CFL emergency battery power supplies, max 14W, 230V in 12V
out - New in box (GS4)

v850

A large roll of black cable ramp approximately 3" wide, unknown length - New (GS4)

v851

2 rolls of Schuco rubber seals, reference numbers 246476 (5mm) and 224165 - Sealed new
(GS4)

v852

A mixed lot of carpet tiles 50cm x 50cm including style BA1-09 - New in tatty boxes (GS4)

v853

4 x boxes of Pump house large type 2 bracket with crossbar, type CBR2-L - New in box (GS4)

v854

A 25kg tub of ka tanking slurry crystalline solution - New (GS4)

v855

1 x fibre 4 step ladder, model 3402, 1 x pair of ladder mat rubber feet together with a set of
Rhino ladder clamps, model RA521 - New (GS5)

v856

2 lengths of pipe insulation, unbranded, sizes 229mm x 10m and approximately 100mm x 10m New in box (GS5)

v857

A Grohe Eurosmart single bath mixer tap, reference number 25098000 - New in tatty box (GS5)

v858

A Victoria waterfall bath shower mixer tap, model TAP003N operating pressure 0.5 bar - New in
box (GS5)
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v859

A swivel kitchen mixer tap chrome, model KT11-2018 - New in box (GS5)

v860

A swivel kitchen mixer tap chrome, model KT11-2018 - New in box (GS5)

v861

A swivel kitchen mixer tap chrome, model KT11-2018 - New in box (GS5)

v862

A swivel kitchen mixer tap chrome, model KT11-2018 - New in tatty box (GS5)

v863

A swivel kitchen mixer tap chrome, model KT11-2018 - New in tatty box (GS5)

v864

A vintage style bath/shower mixer tap, reference number TAP006 - New in box (GS5)

v865

A vintage style bath/shower mixer tap, reference number TAP006 - New in box (GS5)

v866

A vintage style bath/shower mixer tap, reference number TAP006 - New in box (GS5)

v867

6 x Mira replacement shower heads, models 2.1605.110 and 1.411.64.1.0 together with a pair
of incomplete vintage style taps - Condition - Mixed (GS5)

v868

A basin mini mono mixer tap with push waste, model TAP208 - New in box (GS5)

v869

A Stafford bath deck mounted shower mixer tap, including handles, model STA14 - New in box
(GS5)

v870

A pair of bath taps, model TAP105 - New in box (GS5)

v871

A basin mono mixer tap with click waste, model TAP101 - New in box (GS5)

v872

A swivel sink mixer tap, model KT14 finish chrome - New in box (GS5)

v873

A swivel sink mixer tap, model NICK14 - New in box (GS5)

v874

A Blancobella BM/3400/CH chrome finish kitchen mixer tap, model 11990918 - New in box
(GS5)

v875

A nickel finish kitchen mixer tap, model NICK40 - New in box (GS5)

v876

A chrome finish kitchen mixer tap, unknown model, possibly KT40 - New in box (GS5)

v877

A nickel finish swivel sink mixer tap, model NICK11-2018 - New in box (GS5)

v878

An unbranded square thermo static shower set, unknown model - New in tatty box (GS5)

v879

A chrome finish thermostatic shower set, model SHOWERMIX6 - Sealed new in box (GS5)

v880

A chrome finish thermostatic shower set, model SHOWERMIX3 ESS1001 - New in box (GS5)

v881

1 x Duravit Vero square sink, a damaged ceramic cistern with plumbing, and a plastic cistern
etc. - Condition - Mixed (GS5)

v882

Worcester pitched roof flashing kit and Sunlux universal tile flashing (GS5)

v883

11 x 250ml bottles of Dentural denture cleaning fluid together with a 25kg bag of Dentstone
denture moulding powder, use by 10/2020 - New (GS5)

v883A

A lot of food products including vegan friendly mayo, marzipan, small hampers, UHT semi
skimmed milk pods etc. - New (Bay5)
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v884

A lot of white extractor fan houses, various lengths and diameters - New (GS6)

v885

10 x Primero 100mm extractor fans, model number FF100HT together with 5 x Primeline 12V
remote transformers, model number PEFLVTT, timer - New in box (GS6)

v886

Jabsco 2.9 water pressure pump, model number 31395-0092 - New in box (GS6)

v887

A small lot of consumables including 125 1hr caulk, Staples handiwipes, a 3M gas mask, PVCU
frame cleaner etc. - Condition - Mixed (GS6)

v888

10 x Zenon lighting double wall lights, outdoors, model ZLC061B together with 4 x lengths of
gold 3 core power cable - New in box (GS6)

v889

A box of 36 OVIA FG GU395 fire and acoustic rated down lights together with 20 x click mode 1
gang 13amp sockets, reference number CMA035 - New (GS6)

v890

3 x water meters together with a poly sewer, 225mm x 150mm x 45mm - New (GS6)

v891

A box of Biard surface mounting bracket, 300 x 1200mm LED panel light, silver, BLPANFK25 New (GS6)

v892

7 x black plastic 3m round tube 42mm together with a grey 3m metal drain pipe - New (GS6)

v893

A zip wall 10 x 4 temporary decorators wall together with a Henderson Marathon 55 heavy duty
sliding door kit, capacity 55kg - New in box (GS7)

v894

A large LED mining lamp, model GKD02 together with 2 unbranded LED fog lights and an EN
EC thermostat relay and probe - New (GS7)

v895

1 x Maxblast 20ft window cleaning brush, model 10674 and 2 sets of Maxblast water pipes,
together with 4 x Vikan window washing extendable poles - Condition - Mixed (GS7)

v896

6 x Swedish wade aluminium extendable poles possibly for window brushes etc. Part number
290100 - New in box (GS7)

v897

3 x large rolls of multi coloured plastic rope, 10mm diameter, unknown length - New (GS7)

v898

23 packs of 100 Paka-Widget plastic packing builders shims, including 10 x 5mm, 10 x 3mm
and 3 x 1m packs, together with a tub of tile spacers - Sealed new in pack (GS7)

v899

15 x Anchor Systems International Ltd, Vulcan Earth, anchors with steel wire, possibly
incomplete - New (GS7)

v900

A lot of 7 x large blue and 5 x small Vulcan orange ratchet straps - Condition - Mixed (GS7)

v901

11 x cotton calico dust sheets, size 2.7m x 3.66m - Sealed new in bag (GS7)

v902

24 x rolls of 3M 101E 1 inch wide masking tape, together with 9 x Trade wise scrim tape 48mm
x 90m - Sealed new (GS7)

v903

8 x Sealey 36 piece tool kit Advent calendars, model number AVC001 - Sealed new in box
(GS8)

v904

1 x Small DIY wire garden grid cube organiser, reference number Deat 151555 907611- Sealed
new in box (GS8)
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v905

5 x 10m 16amp extension cables, colour blue 230V - New (GS8)

v906

A PV-EZ RACK solar roof pro lite interface kit including Rayleigh electric meter, SCL surface
mount isolators, cables etc. - New (GS8)

v907

1 x Aluminium over box/cover 500mm x 700mm, product number F6 I55040A - New (GS8)

v908

10 x Lumilife LED 13W down lights, SKU: DL-13W-IP54-PC-CC, RRP £25 each - New in box
(GS8)

v909

4 x Braked and 4 x un-braked 100 x 36 blue heavy duty castor wheels, for flight cases etc. New (GS8)

v910

Water pipe manually operated leak testing pump, model SY-40 - New in open box (GS8)

v911

Approximately half a shelf of rubber seals and trim, a mixture of automotive and industrial styles
- Condition - Mixed (GS8)

v912

A round wooden extending dining table, no fittings, 115cm Ø diameter - New, slight damage due
to storage (Bay8)

v913

40 x 316G-120 x 3 hole x 4.3mm tube mounting plates, product code 16UK274-0803-01
together with 4 x lockdown sleeve 5" and a box of 250 conduit brackets, reference number
B3103021 - New (GS8)

v914

A mixed lot of branded plumbing and electrical components including 3 x TRV4 radiator valves,
5 x Altech 25m stopcocks and 1 x Vaillant pump unit 053574 etc. - New (GS8)

v915

1 x 6" x 12" standard pole magnetic chuck together with a medium sized steel mandrel Condition - Spares (GS9)

v916

12 x 400ml cans of Tectane penetrating oil - New (GS9)

v917

10 x unidentified co2 gas bottles, unknown use, reference number M12CZABNER2458384
brutto 0.680kg - New (GS9)

v918

39 x Osma hep v0 32mm hygienic self-sealing waste water valves - New in pack (GS9)

v919

A small 250W macerator waste pump, product code 2502, together with 1 x NCH198 square
toilet seat, a round toilet seat and various angled radiator valves and waste pipe etc. - New in
box (GS9)

v920

A 600W macerator waste pump, product code MACERP600A - Sealed new in box (GS9)

v921

A 600W macerator waste pump, product code MACERP600A - Sealed new in box (GS9)

v922

A flex industrial workshop vacuum, model number VEC35L, 110V, last PAT tested 17/5/18 Used (GS9)

v923

16 x 290ml gun and nail adhesive together with a 1kg bottle of Caberfix D40 adhesive and 5ltrs
of multipurpose cleaner and 5ltrs of Hygenol cleaner - New (GS9)

v924

A small lot of bolts and brackets including 90 degree brackets, steel 'u' shaped brackets and
large industrial bolts - Condition - Mixed (GS9)

v925

16 x Kee lite key clamp scaffold fittings, including L20-8, L10-8 - New (GS9)
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v926

A vent Axia QP quiet pack acoustic fan, model number QP100C - Sealed new in pack (GS9)

v927

20 x Steeple 100mm timer extractor fans, model number SF4TN - New in box (GS10)

v928

20 x unbranded 100mm timer extractor fans, model number BVF100T - New in box (GS10)

v929

3 x vent Axia bathroom fans, reference number 251410C together with 3 x window fitting kits,
reference number 254101A - Sealed new in box (GS10)

v930

A lot of spit steel 'P' clips, 10mm together with Dyna bolts and F16 brads etc. - New in tatty
boxes (GS10)

v931

20 x 100 piece G&B nails 47mm long, product code 80031 together with a box of DeWalt ring
shank 90mm nails and a box of Spax screws, various sizes - New in box (GS10)

v932

A box of pallet strapping resistance chips together with 2 x lengths of chain - New (GS10)

v933

6 x B&Q round rose handles together with 4 pairs of escutcheons - Condition - Mixed, in tatty
boxes (GS10)

v934

A large roll of green plastic bagging - New (GS10)

v935

A roll of velour furniture fabric, colour rose gold/mink, unknown length - New sealed (GS10)

v936

6 x Yellow steel posts with foot plate and 1 black gate post together with 1 brushed steel glass
post. Reference number SK99049 - New in tatty boxes (GS10)

v937

A roll of matte cold lamination film 005 1524mm x 50m, together with an unidentified roll of
plastic film - New (GS10)

v938

A lot of cooker spare parts including 50 x gas valves and igniters, 50 x 'L' shaped gas couplers
together with plastic knobs, and temperature probes, reference number A55-116 - Sealed new
in pack (GS10)

v940

1 x Kaskade ultra slim walk in shower tray, 1500mm x 800mm together with a brushed steel
plate with 2 access holes, approximately 1500mm x 500mm - New (GS10floor)

v941

A Right Radiators 500W towel radiator, size 1600mm x 500mm, SKU 101TOC6-22 - Sealed
new in box (GS10floor)

v942

Fujifilm, Fujicolor digital paper, matte 127cm x 50cm - New (GS11)

v943

A lot comprising 2 x metal curtain poles, a Roman blind kit, 1 x wooden Venetian and 1 x roller
blind - Mixed condition (GS10floor)

v944

1 x large roll of Henjes 3mm thick cork sheet, approximately 1m wide, 20m long, New, some
damage to roll together with a Diall 5m x 50cm x 4mm cork roll - New sealed - (GS11)

v945

A large box of blue disposable overalls - Sealed new (GS11)

v946

A Kensington free standing bath tap, model FS07 - New in box (GS11)

v947

A Scudo bath/shower mixer tap, model TAP012 - New in box (GS11)

v948

A chrome swivel kitchen sink tap, model KT12 - New in box (GS11)
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v948A

1 x Winchmax UK hydraulic winch for 15000lbs capacity, with instruction manual, chassis only,
no fittings or wire - New (GS11)

v949

An Ideal boiler front panel, together with a Soak.com concealed system - New in open box
(GS11)

v950

A white corner bathroom cabinet with sink, size 42cm x 42cm x 87cm, model number FSC-S2 New in sealed box (GS11)

v951

A Clarke log buster 4 for splitting logs of up to 175mm diameter - New in tatty box (GS11)

v952

A large roll of rubber seal together with a box of door seals, reference number M112000850 New in tatty box (GS11)

v953

A large 3 medium bag of Seifert minifix 100 builders spacers/shims various diameters - New
(GS11)

v954

A long chrome sink, damaged in transit spares (GS11)

v955

A mixed lot of plastic ducting pipes and drainage components - Condition - Mixed (GS12)

v956

A box of standard deck tiles, 50cm x 50cm, product number LT161 together with a 12.5kg bag
of Easy Joint paving compound and a selection of misc ceramic tiles - Condition - Mixed (GS12)

v957

20 x Vistalux electrical 100mm extractor fans, model number VISF100T - New in box (GS12)

v958

20 x Vistalux electrical 100mm extractor fans, model number VISF100T - New in box (GS12)

v959

20 x Click Deco Victorian 13amp 2 gang switched sockets, model number VPSC536BK - New in
box (GS12)

v960

A box of Q-Crimp brass armoured industrial gland 20mm diameter, model number QCW20S New in pack (GS12)

v961

A motor section of a Indasa workshop vacuum, 3000W, model 5603902581308 - Used,
untested (GS12)

v962

A pallet containing builders products including 4 x Fleet permanent marking fluid, wall an floor
tile adhesive, Watco Bitu-Mend etc. - Mixed condition (GS12)

v963

A box of approximately 25 Felix valve V-75 large threaded valves, unknown application - New in
tatty box (GS12)

v964

A Myson Select compact type 21 radiator, size 600mm x 500mm - New in pack (GS12)

v965

A Purmo compact radiator, size 450mm x 1200mm, reference number C-22 - Sealed new in
pack (GS12)

v966

A Worcester green star oil fit VRT flue kit 80-125 BSH - New in box (GS13)

v967

A Mira showers escape electric shower, 9.0kw (240V), chrome finish, product number
1.1563.730 - Condition - Spares, Customer return (GS13)

v968

A Blanco stainless steel double sink, 1 large bowl, 1 small with waste kits, reference number
BL453665 - New in box (GS13)
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v969

A large roll of blue braided air hose 1503821 2MPA (20 bar pressure) 10mm, reference number
GHL-06/18, unknown length - New (GS13)

v970

120 rolls of 19mm PVC tape, colours white, black and blue together with a 100m roll of 3' core
installation cable 1.5mm, reference number KCPRO990-3 - New (GS13)

v971

A 200m roll of PPC mini flex optical fibre cable, product code CC2233 - New (GS13)

v972

10 x Manrose 150mm fans, type WF150AP, pull cord, together with 10 x Manrose 100mm
window kits, reference number SPE100W/K - New in box (GS13)

v973

A box of construction products gang nails - New in tatty box (GS13)

v974

A Tarpaulins Direct, white tarpaulin, size 16m x 9m, reference number 593/1215 - Sealed new
(GS13)

v975

2 x 5ltr bottles of synthetic food grade vacuum pump oil 100, together with a roll of cellophane Sealed new (GS13)

v976

Approximately half a shelf of adult nappies and incontinence pads including Soffisoft and Conti
etc. - Condition - Mixed (GS13)

v977

An unbranded large kitchen mixer tap with hot, cold and filtered inlets - New in tatty box (GS13)

v978

An unbranded large kitchen mixer tap with hot, cold and filtered inlets - New in tatty box (GS13)

v979

An unbranded large kitchen mixer tap with hot, cold and filtered inlets - New in tatty box (GS13)

v980

An unbranded large kitchen mixer tap with hot, cold and filtered inlets - New in tatty box (GS13)

v981

An unbranded large kitchen mixer tap with hot, cold and filtered inlets - New in tatty box (GS13)

v982

A Stuart Turner shower mate U1.8 bar twin pump, part number 46532 with pressure tanks and
hoses - New in tatty box (GS13)

v983

A large black expansion tank, 820mm long together with tank straps and bracket (GS13)

v984

50 x Hager ceiling rose and 4 core cable assemblies, reference number CR64AX/2.0, ceiling
rose width 75mm - New in box (GS13)

v985

A mixed garden lot including pop up nets, parasol stands, black tubs with lids, wooden post,
artificial flowers etc. - Condition - Mixed (GS13)

v986

2 large tubs of Rational detergent tablets together with a 10ltr bottle of clean line low
temperature de-stainer - New (GS13)

v987

5 x Emcoled matt white square LED panel lights, model LED6604, size 66.5cm x 23cm x 69cm New in box (GS13)

v988

A Wesco Pullboy-z kitchen cabinet, plastic bins and mounting bracket kit, together with an
unbranded stainless steel lockable bin stand - Condition - Mixed (GS13)

v989

A white Parisi toilet with toilet seat - New in open box (GS13)

v990

An aqua system expansion vessel and valves kit, model 95 970 163 - New in open box (GS13)
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v991

A forge steel worktop jig 700, slight damage to 1 edge - New (GS13)

v992

A large box of Tile Rite 3mm tile spacers - New (GS14)

v993

20 x E-Matic ESLED5 T8 autosense LED tube light bulbs - New in box (GS14)

v994

8 x 600m cranked hook and band large hinges together with a pair of standard long hinges etc. New in box (GS14)

v995

A box of unbranded chrome shower heads together with 6 adjustable vents - New (GS14)

v996

2 x large, grey plastic, cutlery trays, together with chrome plated shelves for inside kitchen
cupboards - New in open box. Also1 x piece of black granite, size 84cm x 46cm x 3cm (hole in
the middle) together with a piece of marble, size 123cm x 48cm x 2cm (several holes) - Used
(GS14)

v997

A lot of 9 plastic curtain strips for walk in fridges etc. - New (GS14)

v998

A box of 50 black plastic half bases - New (GS14)

v999

A boltless racking system, reference number 200 D50 - New in box, unchecked (GS14)

v1000

4 x large red unbranded industrial spiked legs, made of solid steel - Used (GS14)

v1001

4 x large galvanised 90 degree brackets size 60cm x 64cm x 6cm - New (GS14)

v1002

3 x Marshalltown Mashers - New (GS14)

v1003

An elegant side panel, 6mm toughened safety glass, 900mm x 1850mm, reference SPR590 New (Floor)

v1004

A cage of various laminated wooden panels including multi panel and kitchen doors etc. Condition - Mixed (Floor1)

v1005

A top and bottom wooden hand rail system - New in box (Floor2)

v1006

2 x metal folding work stands, height adjustable - New (Floor2)

v1007

A lot of edges and trim including Genesis trim, alloy minimum trim and brown wood effect trim Condition - Mixed (Floor2)

v1008

A wall mounted electric projector screen in tatty box, contents unchecked, untested - Condition Mixed (Floor2)

v1009

A metre wind break, side awning in open box, contents unchecked - Condition - Mixed (Floor3)

v1010

A 10m length of large chain - Condition - Mixed, some corrosion to links (Floor3)

v1011

A roll of Duralay silent floor gold, unknown length, 135cm wide - New (Floor3)

v1012

A 400mm floor standing minimalist compact sink and unit, model number NVX192, damaged in
transit, cracked lower corner and loose joints etc. Condition - Spares (Floor3)

v1013

3 x truck dashboard tables with wood and fabric and silver edging, unknown make and model Condition - Mixed (Floor3)
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v1014

A Croydex storage bath panel FSCP, model number WS715122 - New in box (Floor3)

v1015

A pallet of assorted flooring including Spacva (floor3)

v1018

1 x Annj medical inflatable bed, no pump, untested - New (Floor5)

v1019

An Einhell folding light duty sack trucks, part number 22,601,12 - Used (Floor5)

v1020

An unbranded folding light duty sack trucks - New in open box (Floor5)

1021

A Wolf Weld mig 140 welder, together with a Black & Decker electric sander with discs and
welding mask etc. - Used (Floor5)

v1022

A roll of Policom Policloth Jumbo, 765mm x 500m, 001584504 - New (floor5)

v1023

An unbranded roll of fabric and foam lining, 170cm wide - New (Floor5)

v1024

2 x boxes of Bellissa metal VE/CD packing units, reference number 99680 (Floor5)

v1025

A 2.7m lotus parasol - New, no box or packaging (Floor5)

v1027

16 x Striko graphite valves, 50mm, 2.0 Bar - (Floor5)

v1028

20 x Striko graphite valves, 50mm, 2.0 Bar - (Floor5)

v1029

20 x Striko graphite valves, 50mm, 2.0 Bar - (Floor5)

v1030

20 x Striko graphite valves, 50mm, 2.0 Bar - (Floor5)

v1031

A 4ft wide roll of semi stiff sound absorbing fabric? - New (Floor5)

v1032

A collection of metal wall brackets (DU1600BC white shelf upright) - New (Floor8)

v1033

A roll of white felt, 2m wide, unknown length, dirty from storage - Condition - Spares (Floor8)

v1034

Approximately 300 Masona Plastics cable entry white covers - New (Floor8)

v1035

A roll of luxury nightshade blackout lining fabric, size W-137cm, unknown length, colour ivory New (Floor9)

v1036

A roll of black fabric, possibly blind material, 200cm wide, unknown length together with an
unbranded roll of foam membrane 100cm wide - New (Floor9)

v1037

A mixed pallet of tiles, various sizes and designs including Wallace & Floors and Bamboo
Mosaic - Mixed condition (floor10)

v1038

A quantity of poly strapping, 50mm wide (floor11)

v1039

A J N Newton submersive pump with float switch - Used, untested (Floor11)

v1040

9 x packs of vinyl floor tiles/planks, various styles - Mixed condition (floor11)

v1041

An ultra-flex SPA hydraulic ram, product number 40810P - New, no box (Floor12)

v1042

An unbranded clutch and pulley, model TIP41130170913111 - New (floor13)

v1043

An Ellard electric shutter motor and gearbox - Spares and repairs (floor13)
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v1044

A bag of oil spill containment sponges - New (Floor13)

v1045

A Noble Fire Systems fire suppression pressure tank, product number 074-187538, date of
manufacture 02-2018 - New in tatty box, possibly incomplete, unchecked (Floor13)

v1046

A set of pre-cut insulation with fabric backing, application unknown (floor13)

v1047

A box of Robopac Ruota Doppia per Besamento conveying wheels - New (floor14)

v1048

4 x rolls of Prysmian quick draw fibre optic cable, XJTSC00515 - New (floor14)

v1050

Wolf generator, model WP2200TB, 2000W - Ex-display (Floor14)

v1051

A quantity of zinc? earthing strips, stamped NV007DZ (Floor15)

v1051A

4 x boxes of fixings including screws and nails - New (Floor15)

v1052

17 x small cans of butane gas including Parkland, together with a gas blow torch attachment New (Floor15)

v1053

A pallet of flooring including laminate, self-adhesive vinyl etc. - Mixed condition (Floor16)

v1054

5 x Rolls of PVC shrink film including Darnel Film NR2944-C etc. various sizes together with a
small roll of clear plastic bagging (Floor12)

v1054A

A magnum containing various plastic ducting and poly pipe products (magnum not included) Condition - Mixed (floor)

v1055

A fire safety lot, including 2 x boxes of 10 fire blankets and 2 x fire extinguishers - New (Floor17)

v1056

5 x Fire extinguisher stands, Twan Jones Co plastic twin extinguisher cabinet - New (Floor)

v1057

Alumet 4 step folding ladder - New in pack (Floor)

v1058

A Metabo 700-90D mega air compressor - No box, dirty from storage (Floor)

v1059

A Belgravia Furness charcoal shaggy rug, 100cm x 160cm, item number 325204 - New in box
(Floor)

v1060

A 2 panel oak veneer door, 2140 x 840cm, reference number 31353 29700AK2F (Floor18cage)

v1061

2 x white 5 panel internal fire doors, reference number 72601 5PSMFFFF - Slight damage
(Floor18cage)

v1062

3 x white 2 panel internal fire doors, various sizes - Mixed condition (Floor18cage)

v1063

A Joinery Products Victorian white moulded internal door with Forbes glass, GWMVICF28, 181
x 711 x 35mm - New (Floor18cage)

v1063A

A white single, clear glass panel, internal door, slight damage to tope edge - Condition - Spares

v1064

A 5 panel internal white door, code 10191 - JP vertical (Floor18cage)

v1065

2 x Hurst Plastics plastic and polystyrene panels 3000mm x 1500mm - New (Floor18cage)
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v1066

A Trend large industrial electric pump, model GVF100-230, max 200m bar - New in damaged
packaging (Floor20)

v1067

A Profilex large access panel, reference 5200600860, size 600mm x 600mm - New in box
(Floor20)

v1068

6 x boxes of form aluminium rails without back panels, size 100cm - New in open box, contents
unchecked (Floor20)

v1069

An unbranded undersink 550 cabinet, gloss white, size 550cm x 300cm - New in sealed
box(Floor20)

v1070

A Parisot bench seat, reference number 0338BANC - New in box (Floor21)

v1071

A Sigma plastic transit case for tile cutter - New in box (Floor22)

v1072

An unbranded 400 floor standing minimalist compact unit including basin, gloss white, 860mm x
390mm x 215mm - New in box(Floor22)

v1073

A box containing 24 rolls of 3M scotch 101E 1 inch masking tape - New in box (Floor22)

v1074

A Verage Limited sack truck, item number 71026B - New in box(Floor22)

v1075

A bag of British Gypsum plasterboard waste sacks - New (Floor23)

v1076

A Capo curved chrome towel radiator, size 400mm x 1200mm - New in box (Floor23)

v1077

1700mm front bath panel in gloss white, item number BPR105 - New in box(Floor23)

v1078

A square shower/bath screen with polished chrome - New in box (Floor23)

v1079

A square shower/bath screen with polished chrome - New in box (Floor23)

v1080

1 x large interlocking cable ramp section in black and yellow - New (Floor23)

v1080A

A roll of fire safe zero burn red cable - New (GS2)

v1081

A gloss white vanity unit and cabinet 850mm x 830mm x 781mm, reference number PSRC105 New in box (Floor24)

v1082

A Coratech white riser shower tray, 800mm x 800mm, product code YD0804WH1 - New in pack
(Floor24)

v1083

A Coratech white riser shower tray, 800mm x 800mm, product code YD0804WH1 - New in pack
(Floor24)

v1084

A Woodside multipurpose sack truck, size 570 x 400 x 600mm, 60kg capacity - New in box, box
open (Floor24)

v1085

A pallet of plastic/acrylic sheeting, various sizes - New in pack (Floor25)

v1086

A large roll of Alkali resistant glass fibre - New (Floor26)

v1087

A linch air impact wrench, Ref: 723B - New in box, box open (Floor26)

v1088

Elegant flat tube chrome towel radiator, 600 x 600mm, Ref: R1-0660 - New in box (Floor26)
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v1089

Elegant single panel elliptical tube anthracite radiator, 500 x 590mm, Ref: R8-59AS - New in
box (Floor26)

v1090

Elegant single panel flat tube anthracite radiator, 600 x 608mm, Ref: R6-60A - New in box
(Floor26)

v1091

7 x packs of 10 numatic compatible microfibre vacuum bags - New in pack (Floor26)

v1092

A raised black rubber workshop mat, large, together with a pack of grey interlocking floor tiles New in pack (Floor27)

v1093

A Lifan unknown engine, 13.0hp, Ref: LF390SE with electronic ignition - New (Floor27)

v1094

A Black & Decker Workmate Plus, code WM825 - New in box, box tatty (Floor27)

v1095

A box of 25 x LT58W/865 luz dia 5006LM fluorescent tubes (Floor28)

v1096

2 x ELT heavy duty ballasts, 2000W, code VHE 200/40-41-8-AF - New (Floor28)

v1097

1 x Grey coloured, Leon1, cable junction box - New in box (Floor28)

v1098

A yellow safety handrail, size 100 x 83cm - New (Floor29)

v1099

An empty wooden transportation crate (Floor29)

v1100

A large lot of unbranded plastic spacers and wedges - New in pack (Floor29)

v1101

2 x aluminium vent panels and an air filter - New (Floor29)

v1102

A Redring hot water unit 2000W TSIOU possibly incomplete - Condition - Spares (Floor29)

v1103

24 x Sylvania black light 368 F40W 2ft UVA lamps together with 30 x GE F14W/840/LL bulbs Condition - Mixed (Floor29)

v1104

A large roll of yellow gas plastic piped, 32mm diameter, 3mm thick, Ref: 3653UNCOIL - New
(Floor30)

v1104A

A Mira Showers low level shower tray, size 1200 x 800, Ref: 1.1697.005WH - Sealed new (F45)

v1105

A lot of tiles, various styles, together with a large tub of paving compound, 2 x bottles of SBR
Bond etc. - Mixed condition (Floor30)

v1106

3 x packs of Warmup tough insulation boards, 10mm and 50mm thick - New in box, box tatty
(Floor31)

v1107

T-Mech cement mixer, Ref: 10486 MCM70, new, incomplete and a pair of second-hand cement
mixer feet (Floor32)

v1108

Mira Showers Flight low level 1200 x 800 tray, Ref: 1.1697.005.WH - New in pack (Floor32)

v1109

A box of Transport Technik plastic pallet corners - New in box (Floor33)

v1110

An R Tech digital series plasma cutter power supply unit - Second-hand, untested, broken
handle (Floor33)

v1111

Monster Racking drywall plasterboard cart, Ref: 20205 - New in box, box open (Floor33)
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v1112

3 x rolls of Zedex damp proof course membrane, 900 x 20m - New in pack (Floor34)

v1113

White small vertical slats cover for a radiator, size 111.5 x 19 x 81cm, product code PWRCB003
- New in box (Floor34)

v1114

A 400 wall hung minimalist compact unit 3 basin, 520 x 390 x 250 in gloss white - New in box
(Floor34)

v1115

A Coratech riser shower tray, size 780 x 760mm, product code YD 764 WH1 - New in pack
(Floor34)

v1116

A magnum of metro steel wire boltless shelves, (30 shelf sections and legs etc.) - Second-hand
(magnum not included) (Floor35)

v1117

A cage and magnum of boltless shelving - Second-hand (magnum and cage not included)
(Floor35)

v1118

5 x rolls of Superquilt multi-layer insulation blanket, 40mm thick - New in pack (Floor37)

v1119

A JTF UK sentry post garden shed, grey, stock code 377201 - New in box (Floor37)

v1120

A pair of Sport In Style heavy duty steel legs - New (Floor37)

v1121

A Warmie Homy garden shed, new in box, together with a 6 door metal locker with damage to
one corner - Mixed condition (Floor37)

v1122

A box of sch crop lifter extensions. Model ASK100 (Floor38)

v1123

A bespoke handmade wooden opening porthole window frame - New (Floor38)

v1124

3 x items comprising a 20kg tub of Geo-Fix paving compound, a 20kg tub of Fill & Finish and a
15kg tub of Pave Fix Plus - New (Floor38)

v1125

5 x 100mm, flat channel ducting kits with cowled wall outlet, code 7212W - New in box (Floor38)

v1126

A quantity of truck dock rubber bumpers (Floor39)

v1127

A pallet of E EGGER edging, each roll 23mm x 2.0mm - New in box (floor40)

v1128

13 x large grey panels, 120 x 780cm, various thicknesses - Mixed condition (floor41)

v1129

A large open top container, 53 x 116 x 84cm, together with 100ltr plastic container with lid - New
(Floor42)

v1130

A Mikrofill 200ltr tank, together with a Byelaw 30 cistern kit - New (Floor38)

v1131

2 x folding zero gravity garden chairs with headrests - New in pack (Floor43)

v1132

A white medium vertical slat radiator cover, size 15.5 x 19 x 81cm, product code PWRCB004 New in pack (Floor43/44)

v1133

1 x 15kg bag of Big K restaurant quality graded charcoal - New in pack (Floor45)

v1134

Buckton curved nickel fireguard, Ref: 333171 - New in pack (Floor46)

1135

A Marvent LP window vent with frame, size 816 x 800 x 35mm - Faulty/incomplete lock
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mechanism (Floor47)
v1136

An unbranded display banner frame, different graphics can be used, size 240 x 230cm, code
GS912-N - New in box (Floor47)

v1137

4 x Abbey black dining chairs, new in box, box tatty together with a clear glass adjustable table New Floor48)

v1138

An SPX Power Team hydraulic ram, Ref: RH203, model D, 3" travel - Second-hand (Floor48)

v1139

A cage of various plastic trim and ducting - Mixed condition (cage not included) (Floor49)

v1140

A large desk with metal legs in flat pack form - Second-hand, contents unchecked (Floor50)

v1141

A small lot of incomplete tables - Spares & repairs (Floor51)

v1142

2 x boxes of Kaindl Hickory Berkeley laminate flooring together with 2 x single packs of drop
lock flooring - New in box, box open (Floor52)

v1143

Hardcastle bodybuilding weight bench, SKU: HB-STD-007 - New in box, box open, unchecked,
possibly incomplete (Floor53)

v1144

2 x Charn wood country reciprocating grates, model numbers 010/EY20 and 010/BRO22 - New
in box (Floor53)

v1145

43 x white plastic buckets - New (Floor54)

v1146

2 x Diabest caravan steps, and a low energy 100W solar panel - New (Floor54)

v1147

A large 2 drawer varnished wooden unit, size 76 x 100 x 51cm - Second-hand (Floor55)

v1148

A large round wicker basket - New (Floor55)

v1149

1 x MiniSun Oscar makeup mirror, with 9 lights, Ref: 12397- New in box, box open (Floor56)

v1150

A Mikrofill 200ltr tank, together with a Byelaw 30 cistern kit - New (Floor56)

v1151

A pallet of Plstmo draft excluder strips wool pile gasket - New (floor57)

v1152

5 x Europa Components IP65 powder coated steel enclosures with top and bottom gland plates,
STB303020A - New (floor58)

v1153

5 x Europa Components IP65 powder coated steel enclosures with top and bottom gland plates,
STB303020A - New (floor58)

v1154

5 x Europa Components IP65 powder coated steel enclosures with top and bottom gland plates,
STB303020A - New (floor58)

v1155

5 x flat pack drawer and runner kits - New in pack (Floor58)

v1156

A Nelson raintran travelling sprinkler, incomplete, no sprinkler pipes or hose ramp, come chips
to paint work - Condition - Spares (ES17)

v1157

2 x checkard plate car dolly wheels , checked and complete - New (ES17)

v1158

A mixed lot of sticky backed plastic sheeting including Harico Ltd reflective plastic and Avery
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deningson.com sheet etc. - New (ES17)
v1159

A set of 10 leaf spring bolts, reference number UB059, together with 20 M10 large u-shaped
bolts - Condition - Mixed (ES17)

v1160

4 x 10ltr boxes of Polar crush slushy syrup, in date 21/05/2019 - New in tatty boxes (ES18)

v1161

A mixed outdoor lot including galvanised post brackets, streetwize portable power washer,
metal garden hoses, plastic grids, tiles etc. - Condition - Mixed (ES17)

v1162

A lot of 2 WP front suspension forks possibly incomplete, springs etc for KTM 250 "05" Condition - Spares (ES17)

v1163

15 x Philips Master TL-D 70W/835 fluorescent tube light bulbs - New in box (ES17)

v1163A

A White Knight C37AW tumble dryer - Spares & repairs, untested, cosmetic damage in transit

v1163B

1 x Green single tub chair with two rips together with a purple double tub chair, dirty from transit
- Condition - Spares (Csfloor)

v1164

A box of linen connection products including white towels and satin band sheets x 10 - New
(ES17)

v1165

A lot of bedding and throws including pillows, duvets, blankets - Condition - Mixed, some without
packaging (ES17)

v1166

An Osram HPML advanced ilite module flood light with heavy duty stand, 12v battery and carry
bag, tested working (ES17)

v1167

3 x 5ltr bottles of auto dish wash detergent and 2 x 5ltr bottles of auto dish wash rinse aid
together with 2 x bottles of bacterial cleaner - New (ES18)

v1168

A box of guide dog branded products including 2019 calendars, soft toys, stationery and gift
wrap etc. - New (Esb18)

v1169

An APC rack mounted power supply unit, model AP7950B - New in open box (Esb18)

1169A

A silver marine inflatable rib boat with wooden floor, seat and pump, some deterioration to glue
on transom, 9ft long x 5ft wide, needs refurbishing - Spares (floor1)

v1170

A box of universal telescopic net rods, size 180cm - 300cm together with a 1054mm wide roller
blind, grey - Sealed new in pack (Esb18)

v1171

A set of Turbojav lawn darts in carry bag together with 2 large grey fabric holdalls and 1 x Bikers
Gear red bag - Condition - Mixed (ES18)

v1172

An incomplete Vigor Professional pivoting winch arm, includes arm and pole, no brackets or
fixings - New (ES18)

v1173

A set of 10 Bailey threaded drain rod extension poles - New (ES18)

v1174

A Thetford chemical toilet tank together with A 5ltr bottle of blue toilet fluid - New (ES18)

v1175

A used black moped alloy wheel and Pirelli SL26 tyre, size 130/60-13, needs refurbishing Used (ES15)
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v1177

A lot of five wheels including hard sack truck wheels, wheel barrow wheel and tyre etc. - New
(ES15)

v1178

A 5-way guitar stand, checked and complete - New (ES15)

v1179

A box of Druckschlauchlutte plastic pipe fittings including hose attachments and couplers
together with 1.5 1.25 metal thread adaptors - Sealed new (ES3)

v1180

A Contacta Ltd secure transfer unit, wall mounted with legs, incomplete missing bolts and
fixings, comes with locking key - New (Es3)

v1181

A Miniature coal/wood burning stove heater for shed or summer house, RRP £50 - New (Es3)

v1182

A Miniature coal/wood burning stove heater for shed or summer house, RRP £50 - New (Es3)

v1183

2 x sets of trampoline springs together with a bag of gazebo fittings and rubber straps Condition - Mixed (Es3)

v1184

An American Lighting electric chandelier, model FL6259CAC - New in box (Es23)

v1185

A Britax Duo toy pushchair together with a Chico fit & fun coal net and accessories - New in box
(Es23)

v1186

A Lassic brown 4 tier kitchen trolley and drawers. Ref: 333280 - New in box (Es23)

v1187

2 x food hampers including Jacquot truffles, Black Bomber cheddar, pressed Elderflower
Cartwright & Butler biscuits etc. (Es23)

v1188

A lot of Debco heavy duty wheel chucks, 2pc for up to 20" wheels - New (Es23)

v1189

10 x Rex Roth hydraulic pump motors, P.N. 7930MNR95/0 - New (Es23)

v1190

10 x Rex Roth hydraulic pump motors, P.N. 7930MNR95/0 - New (Es23)

v1191

10 x Rex Roth hydraulic pump motors, P.N. 7930MNR95/0 - New (Es23)

v1192

10 x Rex Roth hydraulic pump motors, P.N. 7930MNR95/0 - New (Es23)

v1193

10 x Rex Roth hydraulic pump motors, P.N. 7930MNR95/0 - New (Es23)

v1194

10 x Rex Roth hydraulic pump motors, P.N. 7930MNR95/0 - New (Es23)

v1195

4 x DM5014408 PN69 locking ball valve, max 150°C - New (Es23)

v1196

3 x Rex Roth hydraulic pump motors, P.N. P367673-050 08W33-7362 - New (Es23)

v1197

A lot of heavy duty car boot liners with Velcro, item no HDBL (Es23)

v1198

An LED fibre optic star cloth power supply, model LED45, 240V - New in box (Es23)
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